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Section 1 

Research

Wider research and the break down of the initial design question

Section 1 

Research and Literature Review
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The aim of the research section is to look broadly into the wider impact of aviation and the 
impact that design could have on passenger experience within economy class cabins. The 
research section will look into the impact of environmental, medical and long haul implica-
tions of flying and how this could lead to a product that could improve the user experience 
on-board aircraft. The initial research question was ‘How can design improve the future 
of aircraft/airlines?’. The table below will help to guide the research and ensure that the 
correct methodology is used. 

Research Question Aim
Objectives 

(And steps to achieve the goal) Methodology Type

How can design 
improve the future 

of aircraft/airlines?

To design a prod-
uct that improves 

the passenger 
experience on-
board aircraft/

airlines

What are airline seats currently like? 
(Looking at tray tables, leg room, arm 

rest etc)

What are the issues passengers are cur-
rently experiencing on-board aircraft?

What are airlines currently implementing 
to improve the medical implications and 

environmental implications of flying?

Primary research

Questionnaires, 
Online research 

and reviews

Questionnaires, 
Online research 

and reviews

Qualitative

Qualitative
&

Quantitative

Qualitative

Aim of research

The table above will help guide the research and literature review, ensuring that the key 
questions are answered and can inform the overall design concept thoroughly. 
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Time Management

23/9/2019 12/11/2019 1/1/2020 20/2/2020 10/4/2020 30/5/2020

Logbook

Inital research

Stage gate 1

Focused research

Stage gate 2

Literature review

Stage gate 3

Initial designs

Stage gate 4

Prototyping

Stage gate 5

Design detailing

Solidworks

KeyShot

Presentation

Submission

Staff assessing

Degree show preperation

Degree show

Time management 

As with the table on page 5, the time management table will help guide the project and keep it on 
track. The Gantt chart above will guide all elements of the project and ensure that deadlines and 
stage gates are met. 

Using a Gantt chart to set out the timing of the project will help guide the project and ensure that 
the presentations have the correct content and that the design concept is kept in focus and on 
track throughout the year.

I will try to keep to these timings as that will mean that deadlines are met and the design concept 
and brief is constantly being kept in focus.

FIG 1.0
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‘Developing a good research question is one of the first critical steps in the research to a project’

Initial research question = ‘How can design improve the future of Airlines/Aircraft?’ 

- The initial exploration of the research question started by de-constructing key words in the question to help explore the 
broader picture of the design issue this includes global, national and local issues to this design issue.

- Exploration of the question also included looking into the initial design floors experienced and seen by passengers on 
airlines or using aircraft this included looking at on-board entertainment, children on-board, seating, food & drink service, 
space, and bag storage.

- After exploring these topics it was clear to see that there was significant design issues with seating, on-board entertain-
ment and children on-board aircraft, which needs more research and exploration through social, economic, political, techno-
logical and environmental considerations.

- A further look into the design issues found on board an 
airliner aircraft came up with the following points which can 
be seen to the left hand side, the most important things to 
the user can be found to be :-

1. The user experience
2. Comfort while using the product
3. How space is utilised

- Ensuring that these important factors are addressed in the 
final outcome of the project will be crucial to it’s success.

- Not only will more extensive research be required into the 
user experience but research into what the airline require 
will also be important to the success of the project. 

FIG 1.0

FIG 1.1

FIG 1.2

Initial Thoughts
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1804First glider 
invented

1903
1909

1911

1919
1915

1929

First flight by the 
Wright brothers

First channel 
crossing First aircraft 

used in a military 
contextFirst Ariel victory 

when machine 
guns were fitted

First rotor-craft 
appeared

First round the world 
trip in an airship

1937
1939

1952
1958

Hindenburg disaster
Jet engine invented

First flight of a jet 
aircraft

First British airline

Boeing 707 introduced 
into service

1969
1976

1988
2000

2001
2003

Man walks on the moon
Boeing 747 and Concorde 
introduced into service

Boeing 747 and con-
corde go supersonic 

over the Atlantic
Airbus release the A320

Last flight of Concorde
Airbus release the 

A380
Twin Towers attack

First unmanned 
aircraft flight crosses 

the Atlantic 2011 Boeing 787 Dreamliner 
is released

2014
2018

2019

Malaysian airlines 
flight 370 disappears Airbus deliver the first 

A330 neo

Boeing unveils the devel-
opment of an unmanned 
combat jet in Australia

FIG 1.3

FIG 1.4

FIG 1.5

FIG 1.6

Research:-
History of Flight
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The history of flight extends more than 2 thousand years, but it is only over the last cen-
tury that flying has developed into the movement we know today. It began with one of the 
earliest evidences of flight from Da’ Vinci dream of flight in the 15th century, to the first 
flight by the Wright Brothers in 1908. 
The first world war saw a huge step forward in the advance of aircraft technology, first 
used for air reconnaissance, but military personal soon saw the benefit of aircraft tech-
nology and they were quickly turned into fighting machines. This advancement in technol-
ogy meant that by the outbreak of world war 2, the military were using piston powered 
aircraft such as the Super-marine Spitfire. 
After 2 world wars the advancement in technology kept coming, and the cold war was the 
driving force behind this. From the dropping of the Atomic bomb in 1945, to the first man 
on the moon in 1969. 
In 1976 the French and British collaborated and led the design and development of the 
Concorde. It was the first major break-through in commercial air travel. After this major 
milestone the advancements kept coming with numerous releases of new aircraft from 
Boeing and Airbus. 
On September 11th, 2001, all advancements in aviation technology ground to a halt when 
the twin towers at the world trade centre were struck by 2 hijacked aircraft. The 9/11 
attacks were a major turning point in the aviation world, which saw a major increase in 
safety regulations for flying. 
In the last decade, there have been huge advancements in unmanned aircraft which are 
now widely used in military applications world-wide. There have also been proposals by 
companies such as Amazon and UPS for use of unmanned aircraft for parcel delivery.
Between 2000-2010, Airbus attempted to convince the aviation industry that there was a 
need for huge double-decker jumbo jets, While Boeing were trying to convince the world 
there was a need to design a streamlined cruiser. These two aircraft would be launched 
as the A380 and the Dreamliner.   
Recent spiralling fuel costs have turned the aviation world towards green design and 
Airbus have now started manufacturing from much lighter materials to reduce the fuel 
consumption of its new aircraft. 
These huge flying birds have made great advancements in technology and design, it is 
now no longer about speed and size but more about the number of people and the amount 
of flights that can be scheduled a day. Airliners are increasingly interested in designing 
aircraft interiors that can seat more and more economy class passengers. The seating 
currently used on these amazing pieces of technology is basic or uncomfortable and 
designers have been looking into the possibility of redesigning this small space to give 
passengers more room and to fit more passengers on-board these aircraft. 

Taken from :- M. Kingsley-Jones. Flight 100 – history of 21st century. (2 January 2009). 
Retrieved from https://www.flightglobal.com/news/articles/flight-100-history-of-21st-
century-320434/

FIG 1.3

FIG 1.4

FIG 1.5

FIG 1.6

FIG 1.7

FIG 1.8

FIG 1.9

FIG 2.0

FIG 2.1

Research:-
History of Flight
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By collaborating and working together, regulators, operators and manufacturers can maximise safety by 
sharing the knowledge and targeting safety efforts to address areas that are most at risk on-board aircraft. The 
development work carried out by the industry emphasizes the key three areas: surviving impact, surviving a fire, 
and evacuation. These days the Boeing have worked continuously to ensure that aircraft interiors are designed 
to increase the survivability of crashes that occur during take-off and landing. 

Is the focus on safety taking away from passenger experience? Due to designers concentrating on safety aspects, 
which although these safety features need continuous development as technology advances it seems like the user 
experience on-board has suffered as a consequence and passengers aren’t directly benefiting from the safety 
features. Hence my initial design question of ‘How can design improve the future of airlines/aircraft?

FIG 2.2 FIG 2.3

Since Air travel and passenger jets came into service in the 1930’s, manufacturers have been working hard ever 
since to improve the safety of aircraft interiors for both passengers and the crew that fly them. Boeing has 
worked continuously to develop the safety of its products and lead the industry to higher levels of safety through 
global collaboration with the airlines. The accident fatality rate from jet planes has reduced significantly over the 
last 50 years and this is due to the continued dedication of aircraft manufacturers to ensure that the interiors 
of aircraft use the latest technology to benefit the safety of passengers. 

Taken from:- (No Author). (No 
date). https://www.boeing.com/
commercial/aeromagazine/arti-
cles/2011_q4/2/ -

For example - designers came 
up with floor lighting which 
illuminates when the interior is 
plunged into darkness. Apparently 
designed for dark and smoky con-
ditions and to guide passengers 
towards the exits of the plane.

Research:-
Aircraft Interiors
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In order to understand the design issues that there is with the design of the seating on-board a number 
of different airlines below are the images of the user experience and space provided on-board an Easy-
Jet aircraft:-

- The Easy Jet lay out was easy to 
use yet very simple in its looks / 
design and felt very basic.
- The addition of the coat hook was 
useful, however you couldn’t use the 
tray and the hook at the same time.
- Sturdy pull out tray, items didn’t 
move throughout turbulence.
- Advertisement on the back of the 
seat felt forced.
- Magazines / safety information got 
in the way.

In order to understand the design issues that there is with the design of the seating on-board a 
number of different airlines below are the images of the user experience and space provided on-
board a Jet 2 aircraft:-

- The Jet 2 lay out was basic in 
design and feel, but easy to use.
- Fold out drinks holder was stable.
- Magazines / safety information get 
in the way. 
- Tray was small and flimsy.
- Back of the seat looks unfinished 
and cheap.

FIG 2.5

FIG 2.6 FIG 2.7

FIG 2.4

Research:-
Existing seating
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FIG 2.8

In order to understand the design issues that there is with the design of the seating on-board a number of 
different airlines below are the images of the user experience and space provided on-board a Ryan Air aircraft:-

- The Ryan Air lay out was very 
basic, too simple.
- Too small, not enough room.
- Tray did not retract.
- No magazine storage.
- Safety information too 
intrusive.

In order to understand the design issues that there is with the design of the seating on-board a number 
of different airlines below are the images of the user experience and space provided on-board a TUI 
aircraft:-

- The TUI layout was premium in feel and design.
- Retractable tray made it easy to use.
- Drink holder was stable even through turbulence.
- It was comfortable to use even on a longer flight.
- Magazine / safety information displayed on the screen rather than clogging up valuable space.

FIG 2.9

FIG 3.0 FIG 3.1

Research:-
Existing seating
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FIG 3.2

In order to understand fully what customers want from the seats on-board an aircraft 
in economy class it was necessary to look at the reviews passengers have posted about 
the seats on the website airline quality -
Taken from:- British Airways. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.airlinequality.
com/seat-reviews/british-airways/:-

British Airways :-

“A320 seats were unacceptable”
K Galitzou (United Kingdom) 9th October 2019
‘ The new A320 seats were unacceptable. Very hard and slim, no padded area, no head 
rest, no back support. The angle is quite strange, with a small seat base and I spent 
the journey in pain and in cramped conditions. May be tolerable for a very short flight 
but having to seat there for more than two hours is torture. There are virtually no arm 
rests.’

Easy Jet:-

“Cramped and uncomfortable”
E Mclean (United Kingdom) 9th September 2017
‘Cramped and uncomfortable. My partner is 6’7” and was unable to move during the 
flight. He could not lean forward, nor could he rest his head on anything. I am not quite 
as tall but still left the flight with aching legs and had to walk around for some time to 
get the circulation back. Appalling conditions.’

Jet 2:-

“seats are very uncomfortable”
Allen Coulton (United Kingdom) 26th August 2015
‘Seats do not recline and are very uncomfortable. There was no entertainment.’

Air Canada:-

“Seats are too narrow”
Keith Richardson (Canada) 27th May 2019
‘Seats are too narrow (17) and aisles are too narrow leading to unhappy passengers 
and crew, maybe tolerable for 5 hr YVR-YYZ but anything else? The 777 cabin width was 
always a challenge for seating compared to A330 and now A350. Airbus add those extra 
few inches in width that make all the difference to personal space.’

FIG 3.3

FIG 3.4

FIG 3.5

Research:-
Online Reviews
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Air France:-

“Ashamed to offer such cabins”
A Rabouyre (Switzerland) 6th November 2019 
‘Lima to Paris on a Boeing 777-300. Once you enter the cabin you get thrown back into the 90s 
and not in a good way. The entertainment system is old with a couple of movies. The screen was 
barely bigger than my phone and with terrible quality, and you need to navigate using the bulky 
remotes. No plugs to charge the phone. The seats have almost no recline and are quite narrow. 
Worst part is that now Air France makes you pay to select certain seats (front section seats, 
emergency seats, etc.) and the price can go from 30 to 100 CHF the seat for 1 leg! Air France 
should be ashamed to offer such cabins at the same price as new cabins.’

Qatar:-

“Seats had excellent legroom”
Hemang Suthar (United States) 8th July 2019
‘ Very good economy class. When I flew from Dulles to Doha (14h flight), The economy class 
seats had excellent legroom and had a high definition IFE that had a large variety of movies and 
shows to watch. I was amazed at how the Flight Attendants were very helpful in helping the pas-
sengers getting to their seat. The food was excellent but had very little items to choose from. 
Though the aisle room was a bit small. Best flight I ever had! Thank you for the amazing flight!’

Ryan Air:-

“Seats too small”
Mahmoud Mohanna (Canada) 11th May 2019
‘Seats too small, tidy, almost no leg space. No screen, No flight tracking, No free entertainment, 
No free water, No free food, No free snacks. Very small space for your baggage in the cabin.’

Key insights:-

It is clear to see from the sample of reviews taken from ‘airlinequality.com’ that there a number of different issues which 
airlines are not addressing to keep passengers happy and returning to use their service. The most common problems from 
the selected economy reviews seem to be the lack of space / legroom provided and the size of the seats provided which do 
not cater for people who are taller than average or larger than average. It is also clear that whether passengers are trav-
elling with a low cost airline or a premium airline, the airlines are not investing in their economy class seating, which end 
up uncomfortable and cramped which can be even worse if on long haul flights with airlines such as Air Canada or Qatar. 

FIG 3.6

FIG 3.7

FIG 3.8

Research:-
Online Reviews
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The seat pitch is the measurement between the base of the seat on one seat and the same point on the seat in-
front. The seat pitch is varied upon different airlines (as can be seen in the image above). However the average 
pitch of an aircraft seat is currently averaging 30 inches with the minimum currently being 28 inches. Some 
people say that seat pitch of aircraft seats is shrinking due to airline greed to fit more and more passengers 
on-board the aircraft in economy class. 

The seat width is exactly that, how wide the seat is for the passenger, the seat width can range from 17-20 
inches, the most common seat width on modern airlines is closer to 17 inches. 

It does appear that airlines are shrinking the size of the seats on-board aircraft, however this could be due to 
the different sizes of the aircraft or to increase the number of passengers on-board. 

A few extra inches either on the pitch or width of the seat would make a great difference to the comfort of the 
seat to the aircraft passengers which is what sometimes adds to passenger discomfort in economy class. 

FIG 3.9

Research:-
Current Sizing
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There were a number of differences between the design of the airlines seat and user experiences, 
most of the differences can be related to the price that the flight has cost. The budget airlines are 
clearly budget and the user experience is not supposed to be comfortable, as the reviews show, 
passengers are unhappy paying so much for so little. Passengers want a better experience and 
they want the space to be comfortable and use-able. Therefore is there a design opportunity here? 
With a possibility into re-designing the space or a product to improve this space?

Although there has clearly been significant advancements in the design of airline seating, as can 
be seen from the research undertaken at Doncaster air museum when looking at seating from 
the 1980’s and 1990’s, there is still obvious design flaws with the area in which a passenger must 
travel in and interact with on-board an aircraft and therefore more extensive research must 
be undertaken in order to bring about a design opportunity which improves this space on-board 
aircraft. 

From looking at a number of different airlines it is clear to see that there are a number of design 
floors which prevent customers and users returning to the same airline year after year. All these 
issues were obvious and clearly impact the way the user interacts with the area which they travel 
within on an aircraft. These design issues need to be addressed and therefore extended research 
needs to be undertaken in order to understand what has been done already in an attempt to solve 
the design issues raised or what could be done to solve these design issues and make the user 
experience on board the aircraft significantly better. 

Research:-
Initial Summary
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Section 1 

Research

Focused research will include researching the impact of aviation on the environment and human body as well 
as long-haul flights and what other designers are doing to try and make the experience of flying economy 
more comfortable.

Section 2

Focused Research and 
Literature Review
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There are more airlines than ever in the skies above the world, but competition to supply 
the airlines with all the fittings and fixtures is tougher than ever. Three big players - Collins 
aerospace systems, Safran and Recaro, dominate the market however a number of start ups 
are starting to emerge. Even Boeing themselves have produced entry level seating designs 
by joining forces with one seating manufacturer called Encore and partnering with another, 
Adient, in a joint venture. 

Avio, an established seating manufacturer which has a factory in Latina, near Rome, delivers 
up to 30,000 seats a year but 4/5 are for the retrofit market. Icelandair has been a cus-
tomer of Avio for over 20 years and uses Avio seats across its entire Boeing fleet. However 
the pioneers of aviation seating in the 1990’s are confident that they can break back into the 
market in a major way using a single-aisle version of its Galileo wide-body business class 
seat designed specifically for a growing segment of medium haul services specifically using 
aircraft such as the Airbus A321LR. Although there is no official deal yet, Airbus are believed to 
be evaluating the product which is said to have 75% commonality and Avio hope to unveil this 
at the Aircraft Interiors Exhibition in Hamburg in April 2020. Unlike several of its competitors 
Avio Interiors remains highly vertically integrated, designing and producing its own metal and 
composite components as well as upholstery. It also has its own test facilities and is licensed 
by the European Union Aviation Safety Agency as a certification of Authority. ‘We do everything 
internally, which means we can prototype much faster for the customer’ says sales manager 
Andrea Morelli. 

Taken from:- M. Morrison. 1-7 October 2019. Flight International. Seat Smart.

Collins Aerospace Systems:-
One of the world’s largest suppliers of aerospace and defence products it is a united tech-
nologies subsidiary. With its headquarters in west palm beach, Florida, it was founded in 2012. 
Collins aerospace is engaged in designing, manufacturing and servicing systems and compo-
nents for commercial, regional, business and military aircraft, helicopter and other platforms. 
Collins is also a major supplier to international space programs. 

Safran:- 
Safran SA is a French multinational aircraft engine, rocket engine, aerospace component and 
defence company. Created in May 2005, its headquarters is located in Paris and they employ 
91,000 people, generating 21.05 billion Euros in sales in 2018. Safran operate in the Aircraft 
propulsion and equipment markets. 

Recaro:-
The Recaro group owns the Recaro brand and the independently operating company of Recaro 
Aircraft seating based in Schwabisch Hall. An aircraft seating developer and manufacturer 
since 1971, but they started operating from there current base in 1983. They also have produc-
tion plants in Poland, South Africa, USA and China in addition to its headquarters. 

FIG 4.0

Literature Review:-
Industry
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FIG 4.0

Interspace:- 

Interspace is the brainchild of Luke Miles, New territory’s founder and 
chief creative officer, spending 3 years as head of design at Virgin Atlantic 
meant he knew his aircraft interiors inside out. The designer stated to CNN 
that most innovative aircraft seating designs focus on business or first 
class but never economy and he wanted to come up with a solution to make 
the cheaper seats comfier. As a business they are keen on trying to push 
innovation back into the masses and not producing something that is only 
for people who can afford it. At the London launch there were 2 seats on 
show, one depicting what its like in the reclined position and the other in 
the upright position. The seat comes with wings which fold manually in and 
out of the chair, one or both wings can be utilized depending upon customer 
preference. New territory stress that the wings are robust and sturdy. Sit-
ting in the chair it is immediately obvious that it provides a lot more privacy 
than the standard economy chair, reviewers state they aren’t even aware 
of their neighbours in the seat next to them when both the wings are up. 
Although some are concerned that a whole cabin swapping and changing the 
wings would look chaotic, the idea of the wings appeals to those who travel 
economy on long haul flights due to the flexibility and the ability to change 
positions. Aircraft seats in circulation have already experimented with 
built in neck-cushioning for example Cathay Pacific economy seats on its 
A350 aircraft which allow passengers to move the headrest into 6 different 
positions, but Miles took the radical move of eradicating the head rest all 
together stating that no office chairs or chairs in the home have headrests. 
On show at the launch was a carbon-fibre lightweight design but New 
Territory states that the wings could be fitted to most existing seats. Miles 
has said that New Territory are currently in talks with a number of airlines 
who have shown interest in the design. New Territory are also very aware 
about the need for personalisation and are currently considering adding 
facial recognition technology into the mix, the idea is that the wing recog-
nises when the passenger has fallen asleep and turns of the in-flight movie 
screen. “It’s just about very subtle, technological enablers, to just make the 
whole thing feel a bit more empathetic to you,” says Miles. The seat design 
might not be as daring as the others that are currently being proposed, 
most passengers in economy class would probably be more inclined to sit 
on New Territory’s seat due to the added privacy and added comfort which 
is always more appealing in economy class. “Hopefully travellers will just 
get a better night’s rest, a better flight,” says Miles.

In order to understand the design problem fully, it was necessary to look into what aircraft companies and airlines are doing to 
solve this issue, including what design proposals are being put forward or have been put forward by designers. 

Taken from :- F. Street, CNN. New airplane seat design will make it easier to sleep in economy. (10 December 2019).

FIG 4.1

FIG 4.2

FIG 4.3

Literature Review:-
Current Designs
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Morph:- 

Air travel on a budget is often very uncomfortable and cramped, de-
spite huge leaps forward in comfort for the lower classes the economy 
cabin is usually cramped, packed and charmless. But British design firm 
Seymour Powell has a seating concept that believes it can change that, 
called Morph. “Passengers who can afford premium, business or first 
class have a choice and hence some control over their own experience,” 
says Seymour Powell’s head of transport Jeremy White. “Morph is a 
solution – a standard product that meets the needs of lots of different 
kinds of people.” The pitch from Seymour Powell is very simple, Morph 
can literally morph to best serve those who are using it. Rather than 
three separate seats joined together by pieces of fabric, the morph is 
better described as a bench, a single piece of fabric is stretched over a 
frame to form the seat and another across the back of the frame to form 
the back of the seat. The individual seats are designated by arm rests and 
clamps that put the fabric in place. Instead of moving the entire seat back 
to adjust the pitch of the chair, mechanized seat formers are positioned 
under the fabric, allowing users to decide the recline and support that 
best fits them. The concept of static seats and the suggestion that they 
will provide a more pleasant flight experience is interesting, but it’s not 
mind-blowing. Where Morph comes into its own is in the flexibility of its 
design. Because the dividers and arm rests can move rather than the 
entire seat, passengers can adjust the seats accordingly to their size and 
height, this also offers the airlines a more unique way to price there tick-
ets, e.g. families can pre-book different sizes of seating - large, medium 
and small - child tickets could be a lot cheaper as they would trade space 
for a cheaper fare. All three seats take up 54 inches of width — a fairly 
standard economy bench size. When shared between a trio of passengers, 
that offers 18 inches each. However, there are times when airlines don’t 
require three equal seats. This design would eradicate the need for an 
economy cabin, business class and premium class sections on aircraft as 
passengers who want more space would be able to pay for more space as 
the seats can move to their needs to give them more privacy to work or 
sleep. 

Taken from:- A. Souppouris. Morph: A bold new seating concept for flexible 
air travel. (13 November 2013). Retrieved from https://www.theverge.
com/2013/11/13/5096636/morph-airplane-seating-concept-seymour-
powell

FIG 4.4

FIG 4.5

FIG 4.6

Literature Review:-
Current Designs
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‘Passengers who can afford 
premium, business or first 

class have a choice and 
hence some control over 

their own experience’
Jeremy White,  Seymour Powell’s 

head of transport
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Design consultancy Mormedi:-

 Mormedi has recently won the Excellent product design award in 
Aviation, Maritime and Railway category in 2019 for the super eco-seat, de-
signed for the Asian market consortium. Optimised for high density cabins with 
the low cost carrier airlines in Asia identified as the key market. Designed as 
part of a high-density low-deck cabin which is complimented with ‘experience 
space’, utilising the inside cargo space. Jaime Moreno, founder and CEO of 
Mormedi, said, “We are proud that the Super Eco Seat has been recognised in 
one of the most prestigious design competitions in the world. This new concept 
is needed to help make airline travel accessible for a huge new emerging 
passenger segment in Asia. By combining the Super Eco Seat with new in-cabin 
spaces, air travel can be not only economically feasible, but more enjoyable 
from the passenger perspective.” This new seat concept is very innovative in 
its design as it provides comfort and user experience while also utilising the 
space on the aircraft and the space in which the passenger interacts with, 
therefore benefiting both the customer and the airline.

Taken from:- High-density seat for Asian LCCs wins design award. (29 Novem-
ber 2019). Retrieved from https://www.aircraftinteriorsinternational.com/
news/cabin-design/high-density-seat-for-asian-lccs-wins-design-award.html

Skyrider 3.0:-

 With mixed reception at the Paris air show in 2019, designed by Italian 
firm Avio Interiors, the Skyrider 3.0 is a new innovative ‘stand up’ aircraft seat 
design and was officially unveiled in Hamburg in April 2019. The seat has a pitch 
which means the space between the seat and the one in front is only 23 inches 
compared to most traditional plane seats which have 30 inches between them. 
The 23 inch pitch is of “acceptable comfort for the passenger”, said Avio 
Interiors. The slim design of the skyrider means that airlines would be able to 
pack the economy cabin to capacity, the designers estimate that airlines would 
be able to get 20% more passengers on board with this style of seat. CEO of 
Avio Interiors said the seat was ready to be used by airliners but customers 
at the Paris air show weren’t convinced by this product proposal. Nicknamed 
the ‘torture chamber’ airlines haven’t been as quick to adopt the new style 
of seating and have instead chosen to reduce the leg space by up to an inch ( 
British Airways hit headlines in 2017 for reducing legroom on short-haul flights 
On Airbus A320’s).

 Taken from:- C. Adams, The Independent. New stand up plane seat labelled as 
torture chamber. (21 June 2019). Retrieved from https://www.independent.
co.uk/travel/news-and-advice/avio-interiors-standing-plane-seat-leg-
room-a8969221.html -

FIG 4.7

FIG 4.8
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S1 seat:-

 The S1 seating design features staggered seating 
rows, in which the middle seat is set back from the aisle and 
window seat. The S1 design also lowers the middle seat but 
also increases the width by 3 inches. The design is intended 
to make having the middle seat a little more bearable for the 
customer. Designed by Molon lab seating the seat also fea-
tures adjustable arm rests to allow for the height difference 
of the middle seat. The intent is to make sure that middle seat 
users have more leg, shoulder and elbow room without having 
to make the rows wider. One unnamed airliner has agreed 
to install the S1 seat on 50 aircraft now that the FAA (Fed-
eral Aviation Administration) has approved its use on board 
aircraft. 

Taken from:- R. Curely FAA approves new middle seat design. 
(23 July 2019). Retrieved from  https://www.businesstrav-
eller.com/business-travel/2019/07/23/faa-approves-new-
middle-seat-design/

Acro Series 6:- 

 This seat design looks further into the future and the 
economy seat design was short-listed as one of the innova-
tions of the 2017 crystal cabin awards. Acro has come up with 
what they call a totally new seat design, in which they have 
replaced the aluminium frame with a composite skeleton, 
which according to Acro increases passenger comfort thanks 
to greater legroom and width, its lightweight properties and 
increased durability. The Acro series 6 is somewhat 15% 
lighter than current generation seats and features a reduced 
number of component parts. It is available in a fixed back or 
reclining configuration. The seat also comes in a 18mm wider 
seat back for Boeing planes and an extra comfort version for 
Airbus’ new narrower plane configurations.

About the series 6. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.
acro.aero/product-details/

FIG 4.9

FIG 5.0
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United Airlines Polaris:-

In 2018 United Airlines introduced their Polaris business class concept of seating which featured staggered 
rows. Every other row has “true” window seats, which are quite private, and every other row also has “honey-
moon” seats in the centre section. United airlines have branded them as comfortable and functionally designed. 
However consumers say that they are not especially spacious and the foot-wells are small. This relatively new 
style of seating  is available on all United Boeing 777-300ERs and 787-10s, and select 767-300s and 777-200s. 

Qatar Airways Qsuites:-

Introducing the Qsuite in 2017, and it is branded as simply unrivalled. It is thoughtfully designed providing space, 
privacy and is stylish with plenty of storage for the user. The most unique feature of this seat is how customis-
able this seat really is, for example you can choose a window seat for full privacy or a double bed in the centre 
aisle. Qsuites have been made for both Boeing aircraft and Airbus aircraft including the Boeing 777 and Airbus 
A350. 

Taken from:- The worlds ten best business class seats (2020). (14 March 2020). Retrieved from https://onemileat-
atime.com/best-business-class-seats/

FIG 5.1 FIG 5.2

FIG 5.3 FIG 5.4
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Singapore Airlines:-

Designed by BMW’s Design works, the Singapore 
airlines first class seat was designed as a cocoon for 
the user, with some of the most luxurious touches, for 
example the diamond quilted leather arm chair, to the 
warm glow of the spotlights and hidden secret storage 
compartments. Singapore Airlines have also partnered 
with some top Michelin star chefs to ensure even the 
food served on-board is exquisite. 

Air France:- 

The La Premiere cabin is the sophisticated aircraft 
seating a first class passenger would expect. The 
cabin which can be closed off for privacy with a sound 
absorbing curtain is clad in leather and suede and fin-
ished with a slate-grey Ottoman. Passengers can dine 
on Atlantic Lobster and come bed time the comfortable 
arm chair transforms into a memory foam bed. 

British Airways:-

The first class cabin carries an air of British sophisti-
cation. Finished with hand-stitched leather and chrome 
the design focuses of maximising the storage and 
space provided for the customer. Duel-screen viewing 
is possible through the 23 inch screen with a smart 
phone style device. And it wouldn’t be British Airways 
without the iconic afternoon tea being served. 

Taken from:- L. Cheng & H. Huber. The 10 most luxurious first class airline cabins. (27 October 2017). Re-
trieved from https://www.architecturaldigest.com/gallery/most-luxurious-first-class-airline-cabins

FIG 5.5

FIG 5.6
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After looking at what proposals for aircraft seating configurations 
are available it is clear to see that there are many different design 
proposals, that are innovative and creative. However I believe it is also 
necessary to look at other types of seating in the transportation indus-
try including the automobile industry as these seats are manufactured 
for comfort and designed to be long lasting and to be used for hours 
and hours of driving at a time. Automobile seating is manufactured with 
ergonomics and comfort at its forefront and therefore I believe looking 
into the styles and designs this industry create in order to take insight 
and knowledge through into the rest of the project.

Volvo:-

About 40 years ago Volvo achieved a world first when it introduced an adjustable lumbar support in its front 
seats of its Amazon car. Volvo  seats have been regarded as probably the best in the business ever since. The 
reasons for this continued leadership is down to many reasons but is primarily to do with technology, ergonom-
ics and safety but the seats also need to look good so appearance is a key context. Volvo engineers have devel-
oped the seats in consultation with medical experts and with close study of ergonomics to ensure that the seat 
was right for the customer and comfortable for sitting on for hours of long driving. Volvo have changed there 
seats slightly over the last 4o years, introducing a sports style seat and a seat which allowed the driver to move 
slightly in there seat for comfort. The challenge was to design a seat that was comfortable and usable, but that 
also provided a safe driving position for people ranging 150 cm (4’11”) to 200 cm (6’3”) in height. Volvo achieved 
this in their seating and have designed seats over the last 4 decades which allow for comfortable all day driving, 
Volvo understand their customers needs and want to provide the best user experience for their customer which 
is why Volvo are the leading automobile seat designers, so why aren’t aircraft seats designed in the same way.

Taken from:- Are you sitting comfortably? (April 2003). Retrieved from https://www.media.volvocars.com/glob-
al/en-gb/media/pressreleases/5316

Having looked into what information automobile companies are using to inform and create the most comforta-
ble seats there can be for drivers, It is necessary to look into these to inform the product concept later in the 
project and to inform the research which will in turn make sure the product proposal is well informed.

Having contacted Phoenix seating (https://www.phoenixseating.com/) who manufacture seats for cars, to see 
if they could provide any insights into how the industry manufacture seating, unfortunately they were unable 
to provide any information surrounding aircraft seating as the way public transport seating is manufactured is 
completely different. The director explained that the crash testing undertaken by aircraft seating is a completely 
different process to seating for public transport and cars. 

FIG 5.8
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FIG 5.9
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Aircraft seating is made from a variety of non-metallic materials. These components can be grouped into 4 
different categories; foam, upholsteries, fire retardant layer and structure. Small components must comply with 
regulation FAR 25.853(B) while large components must meet the heat and smoke requirements of FAR 25.853(A). 
Aircraft seats also include decorative plastic mouldings, for parts such as the seat trimmings and food trays, 
heat resistance and flame retardant thermoplastics are usually the materials of choice. While the seat struc-
tures themselves are usually manufactured from aluminium, but in recent years carbon based composites which 
provide even more lightweight qualities are being considered. 

Proposed materials for interiors of aircraft cabins must undergo rigorous testing to ensure they meet the above 
regulations, but most importantly the strict fire retardancy regulations. Fire testing a material for aircraft use 
is a vigorous procedure, including the materials reaction to fire, flame spread and heat release. European stand-
ard EN 1103 requires that all types of apparel exhibit a propagation rate of at most 90 mm/s.

Fibrous and polymeric products have been used for transportation applications for a number of years, including 
aircraft seating. They offer great advantages for weight reduction; however, they need to have a high abrasion 
resistance, high UV resistance, physical and thermal comfort, compatibility between fibrous materials and other 
materials such as metals but most importantly the high flame resistance. 

Taken from:- R.E. Lyon. 2008. Materials with reduced flammability in aerospace and aviation. In advances in Fire 
retardant materials.

Some of the most widely used materials for aircraft seating:-

-Thermoplastic Polyurethane:- For features which are soft touch e.g. armrests/electronic covers;
-Ultramid FST compliant Polyamides:- For meal trolleys and latches, product with a need for flexibility; 
-Basotect UL:- For cabin walls and ducting, recyclable thermo-acustic insulator

Therefore when it comes to material selection for the proposed product concept, it must be carefully calculated 
and picked out to ensure it is correct for the products intended use and intended environment, this will then en-
sure that the product will appeal to the airlines and improve passenger comfort. Ultimately the material chosen 
must comply with the relevant fire retardancy regulations to ensure compatibility with use inside aircraft interi-
ors. These regulations will be referred to when material choices are being made for any product proposal. ¬

Taken from:- (No Author). (No date). Cabin interiors for aerospace. Retrieved from https://aerospace.basf.com/
cab
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Diagram shows the parts of an air-
craft that are manufactured from 

fibrous and polymeric products.

FIG 6.0

Seats are attached to rails underneath the floor which run along the aircraft fuselage. If the airline wants to reconfigure the 
seating, this is a minor operation. For passenger safety, all airline seats must be equipped with seatbelts. In 2016 it was reported 
that the gap between each row of seats on an aircraft had declined to just 79 cm, from over 89 cm. While the average seat size has 
shrunk to 43cm from 46 cm, compared to the size of the seats 2 decades ago. In 2013, Airbus said they believed for long haul flights 
the seat width should have an industry standard of 18 inches in economy class cabins but there rivals, Boeing said they believed it 
was up to the airlines themselves. The industry minimum pitch for aircraft seating has been described as 28 inches, which has been 
developed through testing on the average person’s dimensions to ensure the ride is still comfortable but reduces space. All these 
reductions in pitch and leg room are the results of innovative new materials, which are thinner and more lightweight. 

Taken from:- APEX. (10 April 2012). AIX 2012 – Pitch aircraft seating. (Video file). Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=b_UWkJpihvA

All airlines put there own mark on seating on-board aircraft, predominantly manufactured by Boeing or Airbus. Whichever config-
uration, material, branding and trims airlines decide to use for their seating, there is always one factor they must consider, this 
being the fire retardancy of the seating as this plays a huge role in passenger safety and the air worthiness of the interior com-
ponents. ¬This will play a major role in the decision of the material selection for the product concept to ensure that it is safe to be 
used. 

Taken from:- Airline seat. In Wikipedia. (No date). Retrieved November 2019, from, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airline_seat And 
L.M. Angelou. Regulating airline seating standards: the answer in upholding airline safety? (25 July 2018). Retrieved from https://
born2invest.com/articles/regulating-airline-seat-standards-safety/
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Long haul flights can take passengers to some amazing parts of the 
world, but there are downsides to these trips as research shows sitting 
for long periods of time can be bad for your health. Scientists are still 
working on the exact side effects of sitting for long periods of time, how-
ever scientists at the Mayo clinic have linked sitting for extended periods 
of time to organ damage, heart disease, diabetes and even cancer. Other 
studies have linked the act of sitting to an increased risk in developing 
dementia, weight gain, loss of brain function and muscle degeneration. 
While some designers are coming up with solutions to help resolve these 
issues and prevent diseases while flying, the simplest thing to do is stand 
up regularly and walk around. 

Taken from:- Sitting and chair design. (No date). Retrieved from http://
ergo.human.cornell.edu/dea3250flipbook/dea3250notes/sitting.html 
and
M. Locker. This is what happens to your body when you sit for too long. 
(19 January 2017). Retrieved from https://www.travelandleisure.com/
trip-ideas/yoga-wellness/side-effects-of-sitting.

The most common symptom of flying is the development of deep vein 
thrombosis (DVT). DVT may not occur for several days after flying, in 
some cases it can resolve itself but in other cases treatment may be 
required. Doctors advise trying to prevent DVT before it actually occurs, 
especially is the passenger is at high risk. Although advice from doctors 
seems to be very simple, ‘get up and walk around’ there is also the option 
of wearing compression stockings. Compression stockings seem to be 
the most successful method of prevention for DVT as there are a limited 
number of other products designed to treat and prevent DVT. 

Taken from:- S. Kim. What happens to your body on a flight. (6 May 2016). 
Retrieved from https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/news/travel-ad-
vice-what-happens-to-your-body-on-a-flight-travel-health/   and
J. Ryan Evans. Everything you need to know about deep vein thrombosis 
(DVT) and flying. (15 November 2016). Retrieved from https://www.
healthline.com/health/dvt-and-flying#definition

An example of compression 
stockings that could be worn 

during flight

FIG 6.1
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FIG 6.1

Qantas Project sunrise:- 

Qantas passengers recently revealed to researchers that they used a number of different methods to combat 
jet lag on increasingly longer flights. Research from the University of Sydney’s Charles Perkins Centre has been 
looking at how passengers are combating jet lag, in order to produce scientifically proven methods for reducing 
jet lag on long haul flights. 

Initially the Qantas study looked at 500 passengers over 18 and who frequently take flights between 9 and 17 
hours long. Qantas stated that they will use any information found in this study to inform future services to 
increase welfare and comfort of passengers. Qantas revealed these findings before the first test flight from New 
York to Sidney in October 2019. 

‘The initial study findings showed 54 per cent of people surveyed used earplugs or noise-cancelling headsets to 
help them sleep on long haul flights.’ Taken from:- G. Thomas & S.  Creedy. Qantas reveals passengers’ long haul 
flying tricks to beat jet lag. (18 October 2019). Taken from:- G. Thomas & S. Creedy. Qantas reveals passengers 
long haul flying tricks to beat jetlag https://www.airlineratings.com/news/qantas-reveals-passengers-long-
haul-flying-tricks-beat-jet-lag/. 

Qantas have already implemented some of these findings on their ultra-long haul flights from Perth to London, 
Qantas have since moved on to use this information to study 50 passengers on a new ultra-long flight from New 
York to Sidney. The Qantas flight 7879, travelled 16,200 Km in 19 hours and 16 minutes, travelling with just the 50 
passengers on-board the Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner, this was a test on the side-effects of Ultra-long haul flying, 
as currently its not possible to go non-stop from NYC to SYD. 

Qantas chief executive Alan Joyce, who was on the flight, said after landing: “This is a really historic moment 
for Qantas, a really historic moment for Australian aviation and a really historic moment for world aviation. We 
know ultra-long-haul flights pose some extra challenges but that’s been true every time technology has allowed 
us to fly further. The research we’re doing should give us better strategies for improving comfort and well-being 
along the way.”

Whilst on-board passengers undertook a series of tests in an attempt to combat jetlag and prevent DVT. Qantas 
already held the record for the longest flight, but they are now working on making the 19 hours flight from NYC 
to SYD commercially viable. Qantas now have around 60 hours worth of data on crew and passenger well being. 
Australian regulator (CASA) has provisionally advised Qantas that ‘it sees no regulatory obstacles to the sunrise 
flights’. So is this the future of Air travel? Are airlines starting to realise that passenger well-being is important 
to the advancement of Air Travel and the opening of new non-stop routes. 

Taken from:- L. Jones. October 2019. Airliner world. Qantas sustainability in focus.
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‘Drinking more than a few glasses 
of alcohol will make jet-lag worse. 
It might make us fall asleep faster 
but beyond a certain point, it also 
disrupts the quality of sleep and 

causes dehydration’
Yu Sun Bin, Sleep Researcher, 
on the Project Sunrise study.
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FIG 6.2

FIG 6.3
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FIG 6.4

Taken from :- The impact of flying on the environment. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.theguardian.
com/environment/2010/apr/06/aviation-q-and-a - Aviation Q&A: the impact of flying on the environment
And
S. Calder. Why we should all be flying economy class. (13 December 2013). Retrieved from https://www.
independent.co.uk/travel/news-and-advice/flight-economy-class-carbon-footprint-emission-long-haul-envi-
ronment-climate-change-a9241526.html?utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR10WQxaX-
2cyhl10uGghVDYzFN8y9Ebuv2aNINb6wtGLXBbTQmxD8qmzGYA#Echobox=1576318943  

Flying is a hot topic when it comes to the environmental damage that flights can have. It’s a known fact that 
planes are the worst form of transport for carbon emissions per passenger per mile. Individual trips by air can 
have huge carbon footprints, which can explain why aviation is always under scrutiny when discussing climate 
change. As the industry is keen to point out, planes only equate to 1.5-2% of world carbon emissions but this 
is misleading due to the fact flights are more likely to be taken by passengers from first world countries, and 
so the carbon emissions from air travel in the UK is actually around 6.3%. But even this figure is considered a 
huge underestimate by the department for transport, so it is suggested the figure is 13-15%.

Scientists are forever researching different technologies to reduce the emissions of aircraft and make them 
green. However, compared to care where the technology has been proved to work, it can not be applied to air-
craft. Bigger planes, with more efficient engines will reduce the carbon emission for each passenger but there 
is nothing in the pipeline that will transform the aviation industry like the electric car did for the automobile.  
This is partly due to the fact that electric motors aren’t yet powerful enough to get a plane off the ground. 

For those concerned about the im-
pact air travel is having on the world, 
then the obvious thing to do would be 
to cut back on flying however there 
are other solutions. Most think that 
the budget airlines are the worst 
for carbon emissions, but this is 
un-true, budget airlines pack more 
passengers onto each flight and tend 
to have a younger fleet of aircraft, 
therefore the less room your seat 
takes up the better the flight is for 
the environment as your carbon 
footprint is significantly reduced. 
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‘Carbon Dioxide emissions 
from aviation is between 600-

700 million tones per year’
  

The Stern report, produced for the UK government, 2006. 
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Airlines across the globe are launching various initiatives to produce a more environmentally friendly aviation 
industry, one of the market leaders is Finnair, who’s sustainability initiative is called ‘Push for change’. In August 
2019, Finnair operated 2 flights from San Fransico to Helsinki, both powered by a 12% mix in biofuel, resulting 
in a reduction of carbon emissions by 32 tonnes. Finnair is a project partner with Nordic Network for Electric 
Aviation, working with a number of airlines in the region including SAS Scandinavian airlines, Air Greenland and 
Icelandair. They hope they will act as a catalyst for commercial electric aviation in and around their respec-
tive home nations. In a statement Finnair said:’Through this initiative, we are collaborating with partners in the 
Nordic region to speed up the development of electric flying. Our hypothesis is that electric flying will play a role 
in short-haul flying from late 2030 onwards, improving aviation sustainability’.

Taken from:- February 2020. Airliner world. Finnair: Sustainable success.

Overall, the carbon emissions produced by air travel is having a detrimental effect on the environment, and with 
technologies not advanced enough to make electric air travel viable at this stage, airlines must look at different 
ways of initiating a reduction of emissions before its too late. Although a small number of airlines are step-
ping forward to improve the carbon emissions something drastic has to be done in order to meet government 
targets. However from researching this part of the industry it is clear to see that electric air travel is nowhere 
near ready and that it may take smaller initiatives to help resolve the issues in the mean time. I think there could 
be some design scope to redesign the economy class seating to ensure that the footprint of the seat is maxim-
ised for the airline and the passenger but there could also be scope for a retro-fitted product that increases the 
sustainability of aircraft, increasing the overall lifespan. 

FIG 6.5

One long haul flight, one way from Sidney to London 
emits about 5 tonnes of carbon dioxide, which equates to 
nearly half the average persons yearly carbon footprint. 
Britain’s carbon dioxide emissions doubled between 
1990-2000 and they are expected to double again by 
2030. Aviation is currently the fasted growing contribu-
tor to carbon dioxide emissions. According to the Tyndall 
Centre for Climate change research, the UK will have to 
curb aviation growth, otherwise all other sectors of the 
economy will be forced to become carbon neutral in or-
der to meet the governments target of a 60% reduction 
of all CO2 by 2050.

Taken from:- R. Hammond. To fly or not to fly? (1 April 2007). Retrieved from https://www.wanderlust.co.uk/
content/to-fly-or-not-to-fly/
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User experience design is the process designers use to create products that provide meaningful and 
relevant experiences to the user.  This requires looking at the design process as a whole to ensure that it 
works for the user which means the product must be designed as one, this includes the branding, design, 
usability and function. The process of user experience design begins before the user even imagines the 
product and begins at the very start of the design process. 

Products that provide a great user experience (e.g Apple iPhone/iPad) are designed so well because they 
are designed not only with the products consumption in mind but also how the user will acquire one, own 
one and then troubleshoot one. 

User experience designers don’t just design products that are usable but design products to be pleasur-
able, efficient and fun, therefore there is no specific definition for a good user experience of a product 
and is simply a good user experience is one that meets the specific needs of the user in the context of 
where the product will be used. 

Taken from:- User experience (UX) Design.(No date). Retrieved from https://www.interaction-design.
org/literature/topics/ux-design. 

Looking into how user experience design can be so effective and have such an influence on the way a 
user interacts with a product has been very useful and therefore will be very influential in the whole 
design process and in the process of producing a brief for this major project. 

I believe that designing an aircraft seat with the user experience at the forefront would be more bene-
ficial to the products success with the user than developing a product for the prevention of a medical 
condition or to attempt to reduce the carbon footprint of the economy passenger seat. 

Throughout my research it is clear that there are a certain number of design floors with the economy 
passenger seat which do not fall into a medical or environmental category but fall into the user expe-
rience element of design. The product currently supplied is not suiting the users need, as can be seen 
by the numerous reviews and research surrounding their current designs. The whole process of airline 
travel must be considered in the design process to ensure that the concept it well thought out and ulti-
mately, improves user experience, within the pre-prescribed space. 

Literature Review:-
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At the beginning of the design process it was necessary to look at how current aircraft seat were constructed and 
use this as a base for making sure the product which is designed is an improvement upon the ones already out 
there and look at how these could be made more functional for the user therefore improving the user experience:-

How can the seats be made more 
comfortable?
Is a different material required?
Can the shape of the seat be more 
economic?
Can padding be lost in certain areas 
and added in another to maximise 
comfort but maintain the footprint?

How can the seats be designed to be less bulky ?
Is weight reduction is needed?
Is a different style of material required?
Can the space underneath the chair be optimised 
for storage of personal belongings?

FIG 6.6
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How can the tray be more ergonomic and more use?
Can the tray be moved so it doesn’t necessarily come 
from the back of the chair in front?
Can it be made bigger to accommodate laptops etc?

How can the seats be made more private?
Can the arm rests move to provide a curtain?
Can the chairs incorporate wings to provide 
comfort when the passenger sleeps?

How can the back of the seat be use to improve the user experience?
Could it have a coat hook?
Could it have a place for a tablet stand?
Could it be completely flat the reduce the footprint of the seat entirely?

How can the seats provide more storage but not 
reduce leg room?
Can the arm rests be removed and replaced with 
wings?
Can the seat be lift to reveal a cavity for storing 
personal belongings?

These are all the design questions that must be answered during the design development and initial 
sketching phase. Answering these questions will allow a round, functional and more ergonomic design 
to be found which will improve the user experience in economy class on-board long haul flights.

FIG 6.7
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Although there has been a considerable number of 
innovative designs proposed that are both creative and 
futuristic, they don’t seem to have been popular with the 
airlines. The airlines don’t seem to be interested in these 
design proposals, although they promise extra space and 
more comfort for the passenger as well as increasing the 
number of passengers on-board, they don’t seem to have 
taken off, with none of the airlines implementing the de-
signs on their aircraft. The only design on the market that 
promises more space and comfort is the Seymour Powell 
Morph seat, however this was proposed in 2013 and still 
hasn’t been implemented by the economy airlines, howev-
er they do understand the fact that passengers in econo-
my class don’t have the same privileges that business or 
first class passengers do. 

The fact that none of the airlines are implementing these new and innovative designs which promise them more 
passengers in the same amount of space as well as increasing passenger comfort, could be to do with the fact 
aircraft are manufactured to be airworthy for 15-20 years and rarely go through re-fits during this lifespan. 
Therefore there could be a design opportunity to design a product that can be added to already existing aircraft 
interiors, by the airline or the passenger themselves.

In 2019 / 2020, there is no longer the desire for huge aircraft like the A380 as there was at the turn of the cen-
tury but for speed of flight, green design / carbon neutral design and squeezing more passengers into the same 
size aircraft. Airlines and carriers want to be able to fit more passengers in economy class but this threatens 
the comfort and user experience on-board aircraft. There is no comfort, no style and no amazing user experi-
ence for customers to look forward to when on-board these type of aircraft, economy class passengers simply 
don’t have the same choice. 

There is clearly a need for a design which improves the user experience whilst in this ‘space’ in economy class. 
This may not be the full redesign of the aircraft seat but could be that there is a design possibility to create a 
product that becomes part of the seat and provides a more meaningful user experience for passengers on-
board economy class aircraft. 

Therefore, after extensive research into the industry and what is being done to solve this issue, I have decided 
to propose the following design question  ‘How can design impact the user experience of passengers in economy 
class cabins on airlines?’

FIG 6.8
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Section 1 

Research

Development of a product concept, including sketching, model making 
(Prototyping), CAD and material proposals. 

Section 3

Product Evolution
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Initial 
Question

How can design improve the future of 
airlines/aircraft?

Final 
Question

‘To design a product that improves the user experience for pas-
sengers in economy class cabins on airlines. The product must 
be compact, easy to use, it must maximise the space in which it 
will be used and overall improve the experience within economy 

class.’
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Constraints:- 

- Must be customisable for the user;

- Must increase the privacy for the user;

- Must increase the comfort for the user; 

- It must maximise the space under the current configuration of seating e.g. size of the rails that the seats fix to etc must stay the 
same due to regulations in the industry;

- The design must solve the user needs and requirements that are currently not being met by the current designs in use by the 
airlines which clearly do not meet the users needs at this current stage

Answering the design brief should result in a design proposal which provides a product which improves the user experience in 
economy class cabins for passengers. The design must meet all the constraints but ultimately it must make journeys in economy 
class more comfortable, private, customisable and maximise the space in which airlines are constantly attempting to compromise.

Beginning the design process:- 

From the research it is clear to see that the user experience on-board economy class aircraft needs re-designing so that the 
passengers have an overall better journey. 

It is also clear to see that the passengers on-board came into contact the most with the products that are placed directly in-front 
of them, these are also the products that are clearly causing the most discomfort to passengers in economy class. 

The products directly placed in-front of the passengers are the ones they are in close contact with, these products include the fold 
down table, the arm rests, the area to place magazines and books. These products restrict the user experience due to the restrict-
ed size and the amount of room that is available for them to be used within. 

Therefore there is a design opportunity surrounding these products that the passengers come into the most contact with. These 
products are the ones causing the most frustration to the passengers and therefore there is a design opportunity to make these 
more useful to passengers and to design a product which increase passenger comfort, usability, customisability and privacy. 

From the extensive research I can see that the product with the most design floors is the fold down table/tray, these are barely big 
enough for passengers to eat food from, let alone open a newspaper to read or have a laptop/tablet open on them. Therefore there 
is a design opportunity surrounding this product. 

Question:-

‘To design a product that improves the user experience for passengers in economy 
class cabins on airlines. The product must be compact, easy to use, it must maximise 
the space in which it will be used and overall improve the experience within economy 
class’

FIG 6.9

Brief
Proposal:-
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British Airways:- 

The tray tables on-board British Airways economy class 
are not big enough to complete multiple tasks at the same 
time. Although British Airways pride themselves on provid-
ing the classic British approach to air travel, Passengers 
aren’t able to eat as well as watching a film or reading a 
magazine. As can be seen by the image to the left. There-
fore there is a design opportunity here to provide a product 
for the tray table or re-design of a tray table to help 
improve the passenger experience on-board in economy 
class cabins. 

Air Canada:- 

The tray tables on Air Canada do pull forward so the 
passenger can adjust how close the table is to them, and 
although provided with on-board entertainment by the 
screen, the economy class entertainment is very limited, 
therefore to keep entertained passengers bring their own 
entertainment and the tray tables are not big enough to 
put laptop or iPads on. Therefore again there is a design 
opportunity here to provide an improvement in passenger 
experiences. 

American Airways:- 

American Airways tray tables, like Air Canada, pull forward 
to allow passengers to adjust the length, however they are 
still not big enough for passengers to be able to multi-task. 
Although, American Airways provide a stand for a tablet or 
phone however this isn’t a secure way of watching a film for 
passengers, just like the cup holder isn’t secure enough to 
hold a drink with stability throughout flight. Again, therefore 
their is a design opportunity to improve passenger experience 
within economy class. There is a design opportunity here to 
increase space for passengers, make the table customisable 
and overall make it secure to use. 

FIG 7.0

FIG 7.1

FIG 7.2

Research:-
Pre-Existing Products
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The specification for aircraft tray tables vary in size dependant on the aircraft in question, the specification can also vary 
depending upon where the seat is on-board the aircraft, for example: if the seat is positioned near the bulkhead of the 
aircraft the seats might be slightly wider as with the seats near the emergency exits which will also be wider or longer due 
to the extra leg room in that area of the aircraft. 

Although the tray tables can vary depending upon aircraft and position within the aircraft the average sizes of the tray 
tables tends to be:- 

 16.5 inches ( 419.1mm) x 9.5 inches (241.3mm)

Generally it can be said that the tray table is 2 inches closer to the seat the passenger is sat on when foleded down 
in-front of them, therefore if you take the average pitch of an aircraft seat as 28 inches the distance between the tray 
table and the passengers seat will be 26 inches. It is also generally considered that the tray will drop down with about 4-6 
inches to spare. 

Taken from:- What are the dimensions of the tray table in economy? (No date). Retrieved from https://www.flyertalk.com/
forum/travelbuzz/1217137-what-dimensions-tray-table-economy-2.html

FIG 7.3 FIG 7.4

FIG 7.5

FIG 7.6

Research:-
Sizes of Tray Tables
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In order to understand what passengers who frequently travel in economy class cabins would like to see improved, and 
what they think would improve the user experience on-board it was necessary to undertake  a survey, which help me to 
understand which areas of the seat parts in-front of the passenger (the products that the user interacts with the most) 
need improving:- (this is regardless of which airline the participants have travelled in economy class with)

How old are you?

18-21 22-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61+

Have you travelled in an economy class airline 
cabin?

Yes No

FIG 7.7

FIG 7.8

Research:-
Market Enquiry
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How often do you travel by air each year?

Once 2-3 times 4-6 times 7-9 times 10+ times

For what reason would you travel in economy 
class airline cabin?

Holiday Buisness Visiting Family Returning Home

Why do you travel economy class?

Cheaper Work pays Its only a short flight Have no choice

FIG 7.9

FIG 8.0

FIG 8.1

Research:-
Market Enquiry
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How long would the flight generally last?

1 -2 hours 3-4 hours 5-8 hours 8-10 hours 11+ hours

How comfortable do you find economy class 
travel?

very comfortable comfortable satisfactory un-comfortable un-acceptable

What product do you think needs imrpoving the 
most that you interact with whilst onboard?

Tray Table magazines arm rests cup holder seat itself

FIG 8.2

FIG 8.3

FIG 8.4

Research:-
Market Enquiry
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Do you find it difficult to use a number of different things at 
the same time while onboard? e.g.eating and watching a film

Yes No

Would you travel with a personal electronic 
device for entertainment purposes onboard?

Yes No

There was 45 responses to the survey or questionnaire from a large age range and a wide variety of economy 
class passengers. The survey has provided a wide range of data which can be acted upon and drawn upon to 
create a consumer profile for an economy class passenger, it also confirms that there is a design opportunity 
within the economy class cabin to improve the user experience. 

This data will be drawn upon during the initial designing stages and development stages to ensure that the prod-
uct concept meets the needs of the economy class passenger and overall improve their experience on-board. 

FIG 8.5

FIG 8.6

Research:-
Market Enquiry
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Before starting to design a product for a tray table or the re-design of the tray table it was necessary to look into the 
type of passenger that this product would effect and therefore the  type of passenger that would travel in economy class 
cabins. This profile was designed and formed by using the data collected by the survey/questionnaire:-

James Henderson, IT consultant from Manchester:- 

Salary - £40,000 per annum 

Preferred airline - British Airways, Virgin Atlantic and TUI

Why travel - Holidays and Work e.g Conferences and meetings about 5 or 6 times a year. 

Family Life - Married with 2 children (Boy (Aged 6) and Girl (Aged 4)), Home owner. 

Car - Jeep Compass Longitude, in Minimal grey

Phone - iPhone, likes to keep up to date with the latest technologies where possible

Hobbies - Enjoys collecting up-coming technology, Going to the gym, playing with his children.

FIG 8.7

Consumer
Profile:-
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After studying the data collected from the survey/questionnaire and creating a consumer profile it was necessary to start looking 
where the design opportunities lay with the product that the passengers would interact with the most. Looking at the backs of regu-
lar aircraft seating and how these can be changed to improve the user experience on-board, specifically the fold down tray table:-

Can the table come from the arm of seat 
rather than the back? Could this increase 
space in turn increasing the passenger 
comfort?

Would the tray table be flipped over the 
arm? or stored inside the arm rest?

FIG 8.9

Can the inclusion of a secure place for 
drinks bottles be included?

Can a tablet added into the back of the seat 
reduce the need for a table all together?

FIG 8.8

Product Development:-
Initial Designs
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Considering that the most interacted product on the aircraft seat is the tray table - how could this be redesigned to 
provide more space for the user e.g. so they can eat and use a technology device like and iPad or laptop? 

Could a product be developed 
that allows the user to mount 
a tablet or mobile device to the 
flip down tray table?

Could this product become part of the flip 
down tray table itself? or could it be a sep-
arate product that attaches to a different 
part of the aircraft seat or the table itself?

The new product would have to be universal to 
all different tablets and phones to be used

This would allow the user to be able to use 
the table at the same time as there phone or 
tablet, e.g. when food is served they wouldn’t 
have to pack away there technology.

FIG 9.0

FIG 9.1
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Looking into ways a tablet/iPad stand could be attached to a pre-existing 
aircraft seat table:- 

Could the product designed be something that attaches temporarily to a pre-existing aircraft seat tray table?
 or 
Can the stand be something that is permanently attached to the pre-existing aircraft seat tray table?

If this is a temporary fixture to a pre-existing could this be handed out to passengers as and when they are needed ? e.g. when 
earphones or blankets are handed out. 

If its a permanent 
fixture to the pre 
existing tray table 
does this compromise 
how it folds away or 
compromise how the 
passenger uses the 
tray table?

Whether it becomes either 
permanent or temporary it 
must not compromise the 
user experience and must 
actually increase the user 
experience

FIG 9.2

FIG 9.3
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Developing a way in which passengers could personalise the very corporate spaces provided by the airlines in economy class 
cabins meant looking at how technology can be used to improve the user experience on-board. 

Most passengers carry at-least one piece of technology with them when travelling on-board aircraft, this is even more applicable 
to passengers travelling long-haul. However the current configuration for the fold down tray table does not allow a comfortable 
angle for viewing movies on a tablet or phone and also does not provide enough space do use a piece of technology at the same 
time as eating something, which therefore effects the user experience on-board. 

This tablet stand could be integrated into the tray table so that 
when it is folded up the tablet could be attached.

The stand or device would have to be adjustable or universal as 
there are many different types of phones and tablets - looking 
at how this can be done can be seen in the images to the right. 
The top part of the product would remain in a fixed position 
while the bottom part would be able to slide downward and 
upward to allow various sizes of devices to be used.

The tablet stand would also then be at the correct viewing 
height for the average person, removing the frustration 
passengers feel when they begin to experience neck pain and 
therefore improving the user experience.

The design has to be universal and must improve the user experience on long haul economy class flights, although this de-
sign would improve the experience somewhat it would still compromise the use of the tray table and also wouldn’t go small 
enough to use a phone in it.

FIG 9.4

FIG 9.5

FIG 9.6
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This product concept would still be stand for a tablet or phone, however it would be a completely separate product to 
the tray table, it would however attach to the tray table and hang on the outside. 

How the concept works would be that the rear piece which makes the tripod shape would slot between the tray table 
and the seat in-front when the tray table was folded away, the fact the table is folded away will provide the strength 
needed for the product to support the weight of an iPad/ tablet or phone.

The product would be adjustable in size so that anyone could 
use the product no matter what device they were using, this 
could be done using a similar device to what is used to adjust 
the head band on a bicycle helmet, this would move the 2 front 
legs closer together or further apart almost like the mecha-
nism on a spanner or wrench.

The product concept would be 
able to be folded up into a small 
product, that would be portable 
and easy to carry about.This concept could also use the same 

method used in soft close draws to 
adjust the height of which the iPad or 
tablet device was sat at, making this a 
more comfortable experience for the 
user.

Due to the design of the product there could be a choice as to whether it is sold to airlines and handed out alongside the 
headphones that they already hand out on-board, this could become a service which the airlines provide for passengers 
which would improve the on-board experience for passengers, or, this could be a product that users buy themselves 
which they take with them wherever they travel, this could make it a more sustainable product as it is being re-used by 
passengers and therefore isn’t contributing to the carbon emissions associated with aviation. 

There is also scope for a design like this to be used on a variety of different public transports, not just aircraft, this 
could include train travel or travel on coaches where passengers would be sat down for long periods of time.

FIG 9.7

FIG 9.8
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Soft close draw mechanism:- 

This mechanism allows draws to close slowly and silently, they have become the trademark of high quality craftsmanship and are 
sought after in the home. 

As the draw is closing, before it is completely shut, the soft close mechanism takes over and closes to draw or cabinet. There are 
many advantages to this type of mechanism including never having a drawer or door left ajar, a draw can not be slammed shut, it is 
safer specifically around younger children as it means no fingers can be trapped. 

Taken from:- What are soft draw closers? (17 December 2018). Retrieved from https://www.closetworks.com/closet-blog_what-
are-soft-close-drawers.shtml

Below are the images of a soft close draw mechanism bought from B&Q.

Bike helmet adjustment mechanism:- 

The mechanism allows the user to ensure that the bike helmet fits there head properly and securely so that in the event of an 
accident the wearer is protected correctly. 

The mechanism consists of a pinion, connected to at-least one retention member which moves in both direction to allow tightening 
and loosening. 

Taken from:- M. Grim & D. Stroud. Bicycle helmet adjustment mechanism. (2010). Retrieved from https://patents.google.com/pat-
ent/US8015625B2/enl

FIG 9.9 FIG 10.0

FIG 10.1 FIG 10.2
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The tripod style design would be a separate product which the user would set up themselves, the back ‘leg’ would 
be placed in between the tray table as it closes and once closed this would support the two front ‘legs’ on which 
the customer would place their personal technology such as an iPad or phone. 

Looking at how this could be made universal for the many different tablets and phones that are available and that 
passengers own. This could be done by using the Boa fixture, which is the fixture used on bike helmets and golf 
shoes as an adjustment mechanism, this could also be done by being able to adjust the height of the tablet and 
where it sits so thats its comfortable for the user, this could be done using a mechanism similar to a soft close 
draw mechanism. 

Using mechanisms like the ones shown in the above pictures on this page would allow the product to be adjustable 
and universal for the user making it possible for it to be used with a variety of different phones and tablets. These 
mechanisms would also allow the product to be compact and portable, allowing the possibility for it to be used on 
a variety of different transport methods not just aviation. This also leads to the possibility of a number of different 
ways that passengers could get hold of one of these types of products to improve the user experience on-board. 

FIG 10.3 FIG 10.4

FIG 10.5 FIG 10.6
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There could be a number of ways for passengers to 
be supplied with these types of products:-

1, These products could be handed out by the 
air-stewardess/air-stewards at the start of every 
flight, most airlines about to go on a long haul flight 
already supply earphones to passengers so why can’t 
they also hand out a tablet stand to help improve the 
experience of passengers on-board. 

2. These products could also be available to buy on-
board an aircraft via the on-board magazines airlines 
supply, for example TUI already offer a ‘snuggle pack’ 
which includes items to help you sleep and improve 
passenger experiences on-board. 

Taken from:- Cafe and shop guide. (No date). https://
edition.pagesuite.com/html5/reader/production/
default.aspx?pubname=&edid=4f529aac-beeb-438b-a
139-0e7bc2458932 

Although this product would improve the user experience to an extent on-board economy class airlines, it 
would be another product that is being added into the space which is already restricted, it would also be 
another thing that would have to be stored somewhere on-board when it is not in use, whether that is by 
the airline itself or by the passenger. 

If the product were to be handed out by the airlines it would become a product that people would often 
forget to hand back and therefore be something that people probably forget about and never use again, 
making it very unsustainable to be supplied by the airlines and not economically viable. 

Therefore the design development needs to consider that this product needs to be something that is 
possibly integrated into the back of the chair or tray table which from research is the product that the 
passengers interact with the most while on-board. 

FIG 10.7

FIG 10.8
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Looking further into the part of the aircraft seat which the passengers interact with the most, that being the tray table, and how 
this could be made more useful for the passenger and how it would impact the user experience on-board. 

The below design would be one that is initially half the size (210mm x 105mm) of the average tray table currently supplied by 
airlines (420mm x 210mm), it would maximise the space inside the flip down tray table, opening it up to the passenger for storage 
of books or magazines. 

The tray table would also extend so that it reaches the full size of the tray table already supplied by airlines, this would allow the 
passenger themselves to maximise the space in which they are sat and also customise the space, they can increase the surface 
area of the table as and when they need, for example if they need more space to put food on while they also watch a film on their 
own personal device e.g. an iPad or iPhone. 

FIG 10.9
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The tray table would initially be half the 
size of average tray table currently sup-
plied by airlines, which would increase 
the amount of space the passenger has 
to move in within the space provided 
as the current tray tables reduce the 
space given by up to 2 inches as found 
in the research section. 

The tray table would then be pulled forward by the passenger 
when they need more room for example when they want to 
eat they can pull the table forward to double its size and give 
themselves much more room. 

This would also mean the passengers could continue to use the 
top half of the table for an iPad or phone, e.g. continue watching 
a movie etc while enjoying their food with more space than 
usual in economy class.

The bottom half that pulls out would also have a cavity inside 
it for storing things like magazines and books, which removes 
the need for an area on the seat for this therefore increasing 
the legroom for the passenger and improving the overall user 
experience.

The tray table would then be pushed 
back together to be smaller again and 
flip back to the close position for take-
off/landing which is a requirement by 
the airlines. 

FIG 11.0

FIG 11.1

FIG 11.2
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It is clear that there are many different ways aircraft tray tables 
are currently being attached to the back of the seat, these include, 
a bar in which the tray table rotates on, as seen by the images to 
the left, or the separate leg style mechanism as can be seen in the 
image above and below.

The difference in the way that the tray table is fixed to the seat in-front 
also leads to a differentiation in the way in which the tray table is 
secured closed which is a requirement of the airlines. It can either 
be secured by a clip style mechanism, which ensures it stays in place 
or this will not be present similar to those found on-board trains or 
coaches where it is not a requirement for the table to stay in place as 
securely.

FIG 11.3
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In order to understand the sizes and scales of 
the tray tables and how they fix to the back of the 
seat it was necessary to start modelling. 
This model also acted as a proof of principle 
model as it allowed sizes, scale and shape to be 
experimented with and ensure the principle of the 
design works. 

The model shows how the tray table would 
attach to the back of the seat - although this 
needs refining on this model, it would be a 
similar mechanism to those used to attach 
the tray tables currently.
 
The model also shows how the tray table 
would double in size, by the inside cavity slid-
ing out to reveal and extra part of the table 
which gives the passenger more room to do 
whatever activities they which to do. Re-
ducing the size of the tray table initially will 
increase the amount of room the passengers 
have by more than 2 inches before the inside 
compartment is pulled forward.

FIG 11.7
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How can an iPad or tablet stand be integrated into the pull out tray table design?

Does the integrated stand just become a strip 
which simply supports the tablet so that it doesn’t 
fall over? 

or 

Does it become something that ensures the tablet 
is at the correct viewing height? This means it 
would need to be adjustable as well as universal so 
that its not only easy to use but also comfortable 
to use and therefore improves the user experi-
ence while on-board.

The tray table must support the weight of various 
iPads and tablets and it must be adjustable for 
the user so that they can view the screen with 
comfort and ease. 

It must be integrated into the tray table itself and 
not be a separate entity as this would add another 
product into the already restricted space the user 
has, therefore the product design must improve 
the user experience on-board the aircraft. 

FIG 12.1

FIG 12.2
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Taking inspiration from fold-able wallet tools which expand to give the user 
useful elements and is very compact to space save, I used this technique to 
apply the way in which the tool is folded out and away to a tray table, which 
would give the user more space but also much more useful applications to 
use while on-board the aircraft. Below are the first prototypes applying this 
method of folding items in and out can be seen below:- 

These prototypes experiment with how a cup holder could fold out and fold in, allowing the user to expand the space they have as 
and when they need it. 

When the user doesn’t need the cup holder it can be folded away to maximise the space in which the user has, as through previous 
research it was found that once the tray table has been folded down it reduces the space in which the passenger has to move 
around therefore anything that can be done to increase space would benefit the user and improve the user experience on-board. 

These 2 prototypes experiment with how the hinge mechanism would work and how the cup holder would flip out and in. 

FIG 12.3

FIG 12.4 FIG 12.5
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Using the method of everything folding out from the tray table meaning it takes up minimal space 
when needed and maximises the space given, it was necessary to look at  how an iPad or tablet 
stand could be integrated and fold out when needed.

In this development the iPad or tablet stand would be integrated into the top of part of the tray 
table not the part that slides out to double the size of the table and create more space. This would 
mean that while the passenger was using a tablet, phone or iPad they could also be doing some-
thing else like eating or reading. 

After considering this design it was clear there was some issue with it, the cup holder left an out-
line which meant the tray part which slides out suddenly becomes partially useless and both the 
iPad stand and cup holder would create issues with cleaning due to all the intricate parts involved, 
which would not appeal to airlines as their cleaners only have a specific, short period of time to 
turn around an aircraft before it continues onto a different destination.

FIG 12.8 FIG 12.9
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The development process needed to look at how to add in the tablet stand but this had to fold away discretely 
as with the coffee cup holder and also minimise the amount of cleaning that would be required by the airlines, 
making it simple yet effective is key:- 

This idea for how to incorporate the iPad stand would include using a hard wearing fabric style material that 
could then be pushed up into a position which is comfortable for the user. 

Once pushed up this would reveal another layer of storage which could possibly have a headphone jack or USB 
charging area for the passenger to use. 

When not in use this could be pushed back into place and the table can be used as normal, therefore improving 
the user experience on-board but also maximising the space provided and implementing the inspiration sought 
from the fold-able wallet tool. 

FIG 13.0
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This prototype was created using the laser cutter to make the framework for the draw and 
top tray. 
In order to create the tablet stand, an iPad case was used as these are versatile and long 
lasting but also provide live integrated hinges. 
The iPad case was cut to size and then glued in place at one end, it can then be moved by 
the user to a position comfortable for them, this will improve the users posture, therefore 
improving the overall user experience. 
The iPad case itself with the integrated live hinges means that it would be easy for the 
airlines to clean within the turn around time they are given. 
The tablet stand could be pushed back to reveal something underneath e.g. a pull out cup 
holder or something along the lines of a charger or headphone jack.

The underneath part of the tray table slides open using 5 inch long draw sliders.
This allows the user to near double the space they have to use or half it depending upon 
their own need. 
Allowing the user to decide how big or small they require the table would improve the user 
experience as it provides the option for customisation in a very commercialised space.

FIG 13.1 FIG 13.2
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On Monday 16th March, the University was shut down due to the Coronavirus pandemic 
which was sweeping the world. The way in which our degree was marked would now 
change and so would the submission requirements. The Gantt chart shows how I ex-
pect the disruption to impact the project from this point forward. Updates surrounding 
this pandemic will now appear throughout my logbook at the bottom of the pages or as 
pages of reflection as seen by the first update below:-

Time management would now change as now different tasks would have to take place due to a change in 
submission requirements. How I expect my time to be divided can be seen in the Gantt chart below:-

23/9/2019 12/11/2019 1/1/2020 20/2/2020 10/4/2020 30/5/2020

Logbook

Stage gate 5

Prototyping

product development

Solidworks

Keyshot

Design detailing

Presentation

Submission

Extention

Time management from 16/03/2020 

FIG 13.3

COVID-19
Disruption:-

Monday 16/03/2020

Sheffield Hallam University was shut due to the Coronavirus pandemic, the workshops were 
open but only for collection of materials, all teaching is to move online. 

68
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In order to understand the design flaws with current cup holders provided by not only the aviation industry 
but also the automobile industry, it was necessary to research the designs and style already provided as well 
as the sizes of these cup holders. The cup holders provided don’t provide security for the cup and the drink 
it holds, the one that is inclusive of the table does not stabilise the drink and passengers are very cautious 
about what they will leave unattended in them. It often scares passengers who are enjoying a hot drink that 
if they were to place the drink down it would not be secure enough if they were to experience turbulence and 
they could end up with a hot drink all over them. Therefore the design proposed for the inclusive drinks cup 
holder on the fold down tray table must secure the drink in order to make passengers more comfortable in 
their surroundings and therefore improving the user experience on-board an aircraft. 

The cup proposed would have to be an integrated part of the 
tray table, and due to the design of the table would have to fold 
out in order to comply with the compact nature of the rest 
of the tray table but would also have to ensure that it did not 
reduce the movement for the passenger. 
This design would mean that when the iPad/tablet stand was in 
use a cup holder could be folded out. 

However this would not improve the user experience on-board 
an aircraft for a passenger as:- 
1. It flips out from the centre towards the user which reduces 
space for movement
2. It requires the iPad/tablet stand to be in use
3. With the cup holder folded out, the inside draw of the table 
which doubles the size and space for the passenger can not be 
used.

FIG 13.4 FIG 13.5 FIG 13.6
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The design must be unique in the way in which it folds out and the way in which it is stored when not being used. It must 
also secure the drinks cup so that it can withstand turbulence and not spill any of the contents over the passenger or their 
belongings. 

The cup holder would be flat and 
compact so that it maximises the 
small space provided on-board 

the aircraft

The cup holder will either 
fold out or pull out, pos-
sibly using a live hinge or 

twist style mechanism

The first part would flip 
downwards to provide a 

back piece

The square nature of the cup 
holder will allow a wide variety 
of bottles and containers to be 

stored in it

The bottom piece then 
folds out to provide a 
base and secure the 
bottle or container in 

place

This design would improve how passengers can store their drinks on-board an aircraft and how they feel about placing it down 
during the flight, even if the seat belt sign does go on and they do experience turbulence. 

This design would also allow a variety of different bottles or containers to be stored within it, even if they choose to bring there own 
drinks bottle on-board or if they buy something from the cabin crew.

Where this attaches or pulls out or swivels from on the fold out tray table design is what needs to be designed and this must have 
at the forefront the improvement of the user experience, therefore the way it attaches must be easy to use yet unique in the way 
that it does this. 

FIG 13.8
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17-19/03/2020

All teaching has now moved online, the workshops are still open for collecting materials via an ‘I owe you’ basis. 
I managed to collect some card in order to do modelling at home.
Still no idea what will happen in terms of the workshops and in terms of making a final product. 
Over these days research was completed as well as looking at how the cup holder would attach to the main tray 
table.



The cup holder would flip out from the inside draw that slides out for the passenger to expe-
rience more room. 

They would then proceed to pop out the cup holder so that it can house a drinks container or 
water bottle. 

Having it on the inside draw would mean that it can all be folded away neatly and it is also 
easy to use for the passenger themselves and therefore improve the user experience.

FIG 13.9
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20/03/2020

Lecturers have decided that there is now no practical element to the course.
First online tutorial - be creative, more creative the better, show of the design skills you have acquired. 
Document any adaptations you must make in order to meet the adjusted requirements.



The models modelled in Solidworks and rendered using Keyshot which were used for the design freeze 
presentation (Stage gate 5). 

The models consist of a tray table top, the inside draw of the tray table, drawer runners, the push up 
iPad stand and the pop out cup holder. 

Feedback from the Design freeze presentation:- 
- Make sure the proposed materials comply with aircraft regulations 
- Look at making the cup holder less frail looking or flimsy in appearance 
- Consider finger traps and cleaning of/on the product
- Animation of the different stages of use would probably be the best way to demonstrate the end 
product
-More research required to be undertaken into the proposed material selection, some worries 
about Ultem being too new and therefore too expensive.
- Look into branding the product towards a specific airline and then use this to possibly submit an 
advert for the product rather than a model.

FIG 14.0 FIG 14.1
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20-24/03/2020

Working towards the final stage-gate presentation of the module - design freeze. 
Using Solidworks and Keyshot to create CAD models and render. 
Had to learn how to use Solidworks properly and keyshot which I had not used properly for awhile. 
Sheffield Hallam officially closes all university buildings including the library, so access to specialist soft-
ware is now impossible unless IT support issue it to students.



FIG 14.2

FIG 14.3 FIG 14.4

These images were created using the free version of Keyshot which watermarks the ren-
dered images, therefore the above images are screen-shots which were used in the design 
freeze presentation, therefore these images are slightly blurry. 
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Tray Table top and Tray Table inside:- 

Ultem PEI resin with aerospace grade carbon fibres:- 

The Ultem PEI resin family is an amorphous thermoplastic polyetherimide 
offers outstanding elevated heat resistance, it has a high strength to weight 
ratio, good stiffness and broad chemical resistance. Available in a wide 
range of custom colours. 

‘ULTEM resins uniquely balance both mechanical properties and pro-
cess-ability, offering design engineers exceptional flexibility and freedom.’ 

It has an outstanding strength up to 200 degrees Celsius. Ultem resins 
unlike other thermoplastic resins, retains its strength and is resistant to 
cracking when exposed to automotive and aircraft fluids. It is also ex-
ceptionally difficult to ignite making it perfect for use within the aircraft 
industry. When it is ignited the product produces an extremely small 
amount of smoke and is no less toxic when burning than wood. It can be 
extruded, thermoformed, extrusion blow moulded and injection moulded, 
it can be injection moulded to as thin as 0,2mm. It comes in a variety of 
different grades and can be combined with a number of different materials, 
such as glass or carbon fibre, making it perfect to combine with aerospace 
grade carbon fibres, which increase the strength of the product and keep it 
lightweight. 

Taken from:-Ultem resins. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.sabic.
com/en/products/specialties/ultem-resins/ultem-resin

Bar to connect it to the seat and runners:- 

Aluminium:- 

Aluminium is a lightweight, silvery metal, and is the most abundant metallic element in the earth’s crust. Mined from Bauxite, 
the aluminium ore. It is often added to other metals to make them more lightweight and more desirable to manufacturers and 
designers, these mixtures are called alloys. 

The metal and its alloys is extensively used for aircraft construction and as building materials as well as refrigerators, air 
conditioners, cooking utensils, electrical conductors and food processing equipment.  

Typically aluminium used for commercial purposes is about 99% pure using small amounts of silicon and iron to reinforce its 
strength as pure aluminium is quite weak. 

Using Aluminium for the tray table will mean it is lightweight and very strong, but it is also widely used across the aircraft 
industry meaning it would be easy to manufacture in this industry. 

Taken from:-Aluminium. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.britannica.com/science/aluminium

Ultem PEI resin, Mixed with aero-
space grade carbon fibres which 

will be used to manufacture the tray 
table and cup holder.

FIG 14.5
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iPad stand:- 

Polyurethane - 

Polyurethane is a polymer formed by joining organic units 
to carbonate (also known as urethane) links. Most Poly-
urethanes are thermosetting plastics however there are 
some thermoplastic polyurethanes available on the market. 
Polyurethanes are most commonly used in the manufacture 
of high-resilience foam seating, isolation panels, durable 
elastomer wheels e.g. the ones needed for roller-coasters, 
synthetic fibres e.g. Spandex, carpet underlay and hard 
plastic components as well as many other uses for ver-
satile products, including its use in the Apple iPad smart 
covers which are produced from a single sheet of polyure-
thane.

In 2007, the global consumption of Polyurethane products 
was about 12 million tons, with the average annual growth 
rate approximately 5%, with the revenue from Polyure-
thane sales expected to rise to $75 billion dollars in the 
US alone by 2022. There are 2 types of fungus that have 
been proven to degrade polyurethane products making it 
a somewhat biodegradable plastic, these are however the 
type of fungus that are found at the bottom of a rubbish 
dump, but they have been proven to aerobically and anaer-
obically biodegradable polyurethane. Polyurethane products 
have also been known to degrade due to hydrolysis, the 
material reacts with the moisture in the air causing it to 
crumble, this is a well known effect on shoes that have been 
left in a dark wardrobe for a number of years. 

Taken from:- Polyurethane. In Wikipedia. (No date). Re-
trieved March 2020, from, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Polyurethane (16/03/2020) Polyurethane

Polyurethane which will be used 
for the iPad stand. 

FIG 14.6
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Acting upon feedback from the design freeze presentations:-

Child friendly draw runners:- 

Acting upon feedback given during the design freeze presentation, it was noted that the draw runners may prove as a hin-
drance due to the fact that they could become a finger trap. 

One way round this would be to put a guard in the way to stop passengers trapping their fingers in the mechanism, however 
this would impact the aesthetics of the tray table and also the functionality of the table. 

The other way around this would be to place the draw runners on the bottom of the inside draw, this would prevent the mecha-
nism from becoming a finger trap and therefore improve the user experience on-board. 

Could the design be made more child friendly by curving the edges? would this also add to the aesthetics of the product 
proposal?

Cup holder needs to be made stronger:- 

Again acting upon feedback given in the design freeze presentation, it was said that the cup holder looked flimsy or frail, 
therefore more consideration needs to be taken into the thickness of the cup holder itself to make it more stable, and possibly 
more consideration into the material is needed to ensure that the cup holder can support the weight of a number of different 
drinks containers.

Could the cup holder be made stronger if it was based upon something collapsible? e.g. the pop up wooden fruit bowl or a 
collapsible washing basket? 

Materials research:-

During the presentation concerns were raised surrounding the use of Ultem resin alongside aviation grade carbon fibres. this 
was due to the cost of the Ultem resins. Ultem costs around $150-180 a kilo, which would make the tray table very expensive 
to manufacture, although Ultem has the correct properties for the airline industry it is too expensive to put forward as the 
main material for manufacture, therefore more research into what materials could be used to manufacture the tray table is 
required. 

After it was suggested that the submission could take the form of an advert for the proposed product concept and that the 
product should be branded towards a specific airline - therefore I have decided to brand the proposed product concept 
towards British Airways. The design issue that need to be resolved are addressed over the following pages. 

25-28/03/2020

Boris Johnson was diagnosed with COVID-19 and with the country in lockdown case numbers continue to 
rise.
Development work continues, with actions taken towards the feedback from the presentation.

Product Development:-
Design Freeze
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Using the materials which I managed to get hold of before the workshops shut for lock-down (mainly card), it 
was necessary to explore the shape and form of the tray table to ensure it was more user friendly:-

Exploring the shape and form of the tray table, included curving the edges of the table to make the product concept more 
user friendly. By curving the edges the product concept becomes more aesthetically pleasing to the user and is almost 
certainly more user friendly. 

Curving the edges will also make the product concept more ergonomic for the user. Development now needs to take place 
surrounding how the cup holder would fit into this and how to make it to the correct sizes that are required. Further 
modelling will have to be done using solidworks, to refine the aesthetics.

FIG 14.7 FIG 14.8 FIG 14.9

FIG 15.0 FIG 15.1
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The curved edges of the tray table make it more 
aesthetically pleasing but currently it is too thick and 
therefore needs more development to ensure that 
the aesthetics are correct and the tray table func-
tions properly and professionally. 

The drawer runners are now on the bottom of the 
inside draw to reduce the chances of a passenger 
trapping there fingers and hurting themselves while 
operating the tray table. 

Having moved the drawer runners to underneath the 
inside tray table and curving the edges makes the 
product seem more professional and more compact 
but also safer for the user. 

The cup holder is more sturdy by applying the princi-
ple of a collapsible washing basket/fruit bowl, how-
ever this compromises the aesthetics of the product 
and therefore this needs further development.

FIG 15.2

FIG 15.3

FIG 15.4

FIG 15.5
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This development saw the depth of the tray table 
reduced in size to make the table look more aesthet-
ically pleasing and less child-like to the user. 

The drawer runners would still remain underneath 
the inner drawer, to ensure that the tray table does 
not become a finger trap which will prevent passen-
gers hurting themselves.

More development is still needed in terms of 
strengthening of the cup holder. As even though the 
thickness of the material was increased it still looks 
frail and flimsy.

The concept looks far more aesthetically pleasing 
with the curved edges than with the straight edges 
like it had at the design freeze presentation. 

FIG 15.6

FIG 15.7

FIG 15.8

FIG 15.9
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28/03-05/04/2020

Continued development work - using the software which I have access to (Solidworks and 
Adobe suit).
I was put on ‘furlough’ from my job at the Copthorne Hotel, Sheffield, as the hotel was forced 
to close due to the lock-down. 
I managed to pick up another job working as temporary staff at Tesco, picking online shop-
ping, however shifts start at 4am. 
Tutorial (03/04) - feedback was good, happy with the progress since the design freeze pres-
entation, however more work is needed on the cup holder.
Coronavirus cases continue to get worse, with the Queen addressing the nation on Sunday 
05/04/2020. 

Continued development of the cup holder element:- 

During the last tutorial (03/04) feedback suggested that the cup holder on the solidworks 
and keyshot rendered model, does not necessarily have to be that deep. 

It was pointed out that the current cup holders on airlines are only about a centimetre deep 
and therefore anything that is deeper and more secure would be better.

 It was also suggested that research was completed into what kind of drinks are sold on-
board aircraft e.g. the size of the cans of drinks they sell as well as the size of the coffee 
cups so that this informs the shape and design of the cup holder.  I also suggested that my 
thought process was to create a British Airways themed advert for the submission in place 
of the model, which Darren thought was a good idea to fully represent the design. 

Product Development:-
COVID-19 reflection
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Research into British Airways as a brand:- 

British Airways can trace its brand origin back to the 
birth of civil aviation, to the pioneering days follow-
ing the first world war. On 25th August 1919 the Air 
Transport Auxiliary, a fore-runner of British Airways, 
launched the world’s first international air service be-
tween London and Paris, carrying a single passenger.
In 1972, the British Airways group that we know today 
was formed, and British Airways made there name 
through the delivery of Concorde, which offered excit-
ing new commercial flying opportunities. 
The branding which has gone mostly unchanged and 
is widely recognised by the public was unveiled by 
Landor Associates in December 1984. This was the 
iconic red, white and blue, just like the Union Jack. This 
design has only been changed a small number of times 
over the years but British Airways have always stuck 
to the same iconic brand colours. 
In recent years BA has carried the Olympic torch on-
board its aircraft as well as other great achievements. 
British Airways continues to be the flagship brand of 
British Aviation and is an iconic brand worldwide, they 
continue to have a great brand reputation of sophisti-
cation, class, elegance and comfort. For many years, 
and still for many people, British Airways were/are 
‘the’ airline to fly with as they ooze a sense of British 
upper class, being one of the only airlines to supply 
afternoon tea in the air. 

Taken from:-British Airways experience, more than a 
flight. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.britis-
hairways.com/en-gb/information/the-ba-experience
 

FIG 16.0
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Research into British Airways on-board food and drinks offerings:- 

When travelling in the world traveller economy class cabin, British Airways guarantee complimentary food and 
drinks services. Passengers can enjoy a 4 course meal, followed by numerous drinks and snacks from well 
known British brands. 

The British Airways website quotes:- ‘Depending on what time of day and route you fly, our crew will be on hand 
to offer you a range of snacks and treats, from ice creams to traditional British tuck box favourites.’ - Taken 
from:- Long haul economy dining. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.britishairways.com/en-gb/informa-
tion/food-and-drink/long-haul-economy-dining.

Drinks served on-board depend upon cabin class, e.g. the more you pay for your seat the more expensive and 
exquisite the complimentary food and drinks are for passengers. 

Looking in depth into the what food and drinks they offer on-board in economy class cabins was very useful, 
however, due to the current COVID-19 pandemic, there have been significant changes to the food and drinks 
offerings on-board British airways flights, as well as significant changes to the flights themselves. Therefore 
research into what drinks are provided on-board can only be taken from what can be found on there website for 
the current circumstances.

In terms of the sizes of drinks on offer on-board British Airways, BA supply a wide ranges of drinks, including 
Highland Spring bottled water, tea and coffee, therefore the tray table proposed design concept should have a 
cup holder which is able to accommodate all sorts of sized drinks, as the drinks on offer within each different 
cabin vary on-board BA. 

Taken from - Long haul economy dining. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.britishairways.com/en-
gb/information/food-and-drink/long-haul-economy-dining

FIG 16.1
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Continued development of the cup holder element:- 

The new proposed cup design would slide out from inside the tray table rather than fold out and would be 
half the depth, this would still be secure enough during turbulence and normal flight. 
The cup holder would then be pushed away when not in use. 
Allowing it to be pulled out rather than flipped out would mean there would be a better use of space. 
The cup holder would have to flip to the right hand-side due to traditional rows of seats being 3 abreast 
and flipping to the left would invade the aisle space. 

FIG 16.2 FIG 16.3

FIG 16.4 FIG 16.5
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Continued development of the cup holder element:- 

The new proposed cup holder was made using solidworks and keyshot:-

The cup holder would slide out almost like a draw and then the passenger would be able to place a wide 
variety of drinks containers within the cup holder. 

The size of the cup holder is based upon the average circumference of a drinks container. 

The circle in which the drinks container will be placed is measured at 2.675inches or 67.945mm wide, 
this is to allow all sorts of different drinks containers to be used in conjunction with the product, as 
this is the average size of a drinks holder which is suggested as the correct size for a 12oz coke can. 

This would allow passengers to use the product with drinks bought on-board from BA or drinks that 
they have bought in the airport.

This would slide out of the main body of the tray table to the right in order to allow the passenger to be 
able to use the cup holder when the tray table is in any position even when other design features are 
not being used.  

FIG 16.6 FIG 16.7
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Continued development of the cup holder element:- 

The cup holder would act as a draw on the side of the top section of 
the tray table, this would pull in and out as and when it is needed by 
the passenger. As discussed in a tutorial the depth of the cup holder 
needed to be addressed and here it can be seen that the depth of 
the cup holder has been reduced. The cup holder still has enough 
depth to support any drinks container and protect it from spilling 
during flight. 

The tray table now has a protective edge around the inner table to 
prevent passengers being able to trap their fingers and becoming 
injured by the product. This would also help with cleaning as it would 
prevent  items becoming trapped inside the tray table.

The draw runners will remain underneath the tray table to again 
prevent passengers trapping fingers. Passengers would have no 
access to the inside of the tray table due to the protective edge 
and the draw runners being on the bottom, this will also aid airlines 
when cleaning the product. 

The iPad stand now has a lip which would help slide it up and down 
as and when needed by the passenger and would also help keep the 
passengers iPad/tablet in the correct position, preventing it from 
sliding down therefore the viewing height can remain at the correct 
position for the passenger.

FIG 16.8

FIG 16.9

FIG 17.0

FIG 17.1
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05/04-12/04/2020

Continued development work of the cup holder and the aesthetics of the tray 
table, additional development was also taken to make sure the tray table was 
easy to clean and safe e.g. preventing finger traps. 

More in depth research surrounding materials was undertaken to ensure 
that the correct material is chosen not only for the product, but so that the 
manufacture can be completed easily and quickly, but so that it also complies 
with aviation regulations surrounding materials used in the interior of air-
craft. 

The cup holder itself can be seen further developed above, initial thoughts surrounding 
manufacturing details is that it would be manufactured from a similar if not the same ma-
terial as the rest of the tray table. The pull tag would allow the passengers to pull out the 
cup holder as and when they need to use this part of the product, allowing the passenger to 
customise their space in which the airline has given them. 

FIG 17.2 FIG 17.3
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Further material research:-

The new 787 dreamliner and the A380 showed the aviation world that composite materials 
could be ground-breaking in the industry. Composites are now virtually everywhere the pas-
senger looks on-board a commercial aircraft, from being used in the overhead bag storage 
to the floors and the walls. 

Aircraft interiors are subject to the same high demanding performance of the airframes 
and structures themselves. Parts must deliver mechanical strength, dimensional stability 
and low heat release in the event that there may be a fire on-board, while also keeping the 
weight of an aircraft as low as possible. 

“Interiors may be less demanding structurally when compared to airframe parts, but there 
are a lot of specialized needs and mechanical requirements that have to be met, most no-
tably, very stringent fire, smoke and toxicity numbers,”explains Bill Webb, marketing and 
business development manager for Cytec Engineered Materials - Taken from:- Advanced 
materials for aircraft interiors. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.compositesworld.
com/articles/advanced-materials-for-aircraft-interiors. 

Thousands of pounds of advanced composites are used to create the interior of the aircraft 
including thermoset pre-pegs, honeycomb core, and advanced thermoplastics. According to 
the composites world 11,000lb or 5100 KG of composites are used to manufacture a single 
Boeing 777. 

Therefore more extensive research is needed into different composites which would be suit-
able for use in the manufacture of the proposed product concept and whether it is a suitable 
price in order to make manufacturing feasible, as the previously outline Ultem resin is an 
expensive alternative. 

Taken from:- Advanced materials for aircraft interiors. (No date). Retrieved from https://
www.compositesworld.com/articles/advanced-materials-for-aircraft-interiors.

Product Development:-
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Materials for consideration:- 

Ultrason:- 

A high temperature thermoplastic, along with high stiffness, high mechanical strength and 
very good fire, smoke and toxicity behaviour. These great property features allow it to be 
used in highly technical parts and heavy duty components. Ultrason E & P (polyethersulfone 
(PESU) and polyphenylsulfone (PPSU)) can substitute other non-recyclable materials in a 
product as well. It can also be manufactured in exactly the same way as thermoplastics e.g. 
injection moulding. It is available in a number of different forms Unreinforced grades,  Mi-
cronized/functionalized powder, Reinforced grades, Foamed core material and Sheet. Due to 
its thermo-chemical properties it is widely used in the aviation industry, including reinforced 
and unenforced versions of the material. Reinforced grades are most likely to be used for 
seating components or components for parts which are always in use, due to the fact that 
Ultrason can be combined with aviation standard carbon fibres. A combination of Ultrason 
and carbon fibres are the material of choice for seating or structural products. 

Taken from:-Ultrason. (No date). Retrieved from https://aerospace.basf.com/ultra-
son-e-and-p.html#

FIG 17.4
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Materials for consideration:-

Noryl Resin:-

The Noryl resin family are a group of modified resins consisting of 
a blend of PPO resins and Polystyrene. Combining these 2 materials 
combines the properties of both of them and creates, what is con-
sidered, a better material with the benefits of 2 materials. Noryl has 
a high heat resistance, good electrical properties and dimensional 
suitability. Manufacturers can tailor the heat resistance of the Noryl 
resin to suit the environment in which the product will be used. 

‘Available in non-halogen based fire-retardant grades, helping prod-
ucts comply with a broad range of environmental standards, including 
UL94 V-0. In addition to low toxicity in accordance with GEI 02.37.2, 
select grades have been designed to meet low smoke requirements 
in transportation segments’ - Taken from:- Noryl resin. (No date). 
Retrieved from https://www.sabic.com/en/products/specialties/no-
ryl-resins/noryl-resin. Looking at this the fire retardancy of the Noryl 
resin makes it perfect for application in the aviation industry because 
products used in this industry must have a high fire retardancy in 
order to meet the strict guidelines set out by the FAA and CAA. 

It would have many benefits to the aviation industry not just because of 
the fire retardancy but also because of its great chemical resistance. 
Noryl has great chemical resistance including against most cleaning 
products which means it would withstand the vigorous cleaning prod-
ucts used by airlines to disinfect there aircraft. 

There is 116 grades available of Noryl resin, which is currently widely 
available in the Americas, Europe and Asia. 

Taken from:- Noryl resin. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.
sabic.com/en/products/specialties/noryl-resins/noryl-resin

FIG 17.5
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Materials for consideration:-

Polyethersulfone (PES) reinforced with Carbon Fibre (up to 30%):- 

A carbon fibre reinforced thermoplastic, manufactured by impregnating the fibres with the 
resin, this maximises the performance of the material. The use of 30% length carbon fibre 
allows the composite to have an increased strength and stiffness. 

The properties of this material mean it has a wide variety of applications across a number 
of different industries as a lightweight replacement for metals and an engineering substitute 
for many other materials. It can also be injection moulded like many other polymers. 

Taken from:- Techincal data sheet. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.plasticomp.com/
complet-lcf30-pes/

Findings and summary of extensive material research:- 

Overall the material chosen must comply with the fire retardancy regulations supplied by 
the FAA and CAA (the main regulatory bodies in the aviation industry), however it must also 
have a great strength to weight ratio to ensure it is robust enough to cope with being under 
constant strain within its ever changing environment. 

Therefore the material chosen should be chosen carefully and diligently so that it meets the 
need of the product and provides not only a great aesthetic for the passenger that improves 
their user experience on-board but also a long lasting, versatile product that airlines want 
to fit inside there economy class cabins, not only to benefit their company but to also benefit 
their customers and therefore increase customer retention.  The final material selection will 
be outlined in section 4, during design detailing. 

Product Development:-
Material Considerations
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Continued development of the cup holder element:- 

The tray table now has a protective edge and the draw runners are still 
underneath, these two features now not only protect the passenger 
from injuring themselves but also helps with cleaning as no objects or 
debris can get inside the product, therefore improving the passenger 
experience and appealing more to the airlines than current designs. 

The cup holder will be pulled out from the right hand side of the tray ta-
ble. It has to come from the right hand side due to economy class seats 
being 3 seats wide and if placed on the left it would end up obstructing 
the aisle in which passengers and airline staff walk up and down. 

The cup holder would be flush with tray table itself so that it all folds 
away properly and is safe to use the tray table when the cup holder is 
not in use. The optional use of the cup holder will therefore improve the 
user experience on-board in economy class cabins, as the tray table 
can be customised to suit the users needs.  

The pull tag is designed to look like a ‘remove before flight tag’ and 
would be used by the passenger to pull out the cup holder or push it 
away when they want/don’t want to use the cup holder. However this 
would be difficult to clean and so needs further revision. 

FIG 17.6

FIG 17.7

FIG 17.8

FIG 17.9
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How old are you?

18-21 22-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61+

How would you describe the product?

compact professional problem solving

In order to understand whether or not the proposed product concept would meet the needs of the pas-
senger and therefore improve the user experience on-board aircraft travelling in economy class. To 
gather the required feedback it was necessary to undertake a survey, in which 50 regular travellers 
were asked a series of questions after viewing initial renders of the product concept. The questions 
asked to these travellers can be seen over the next 3 pages:-

FIG 18.0

FIG 18.2

Product Development:-
Consumer Feedback
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Would this improve your experience on a flight?

Yes no

Have you seen anything like this on a flight 
before?

Yes No

What do you like most about this product 
concept?

cup holder pull out table phone stand size colour

FIG 18.3

FIG 18.4

FIG 18.5
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What do you like least about the product 
concept?

cup holder pull out table phone stand size colour

Would any other features enhance the 
experience?

Yes No

What products would you use on the product 
concept?

book phone tablet magazine food drinks

FIG 18.6

FIG 18.7

FIG 18.8
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Which airline do you think the product concept is 
most suited to? 

British Airways EasyJet Air Canada Lufthansa Jet2 Qatar

What materials would you like to see 
incorporated in the product concept?

Resins Leather Aluminium Stainless steel Thermoplastic Polyurethane

With 50 passengers completing the online survey from a wide range of travelling backgrounds, it has 
provided a lot of useful information, which will be drawn upon during the design detailing section of 
the product, in order to make sure that the proposed product concept continues to improve the user 
experience on-board aircraft for economy class passengers.

FIG 18.9

FIG 19.0
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17/04/2020 - The UK government extended the lock-down for another 3 weeks. 
   The furlough period was also extended by the government, suggesting   
    that the lock-down could extend until the end of June. 

18/04/2020 - Application to the Hallam Hardship fund for possible funding towards the  
   purchase of Keyshot however I was advised the University had closed   
    applications for funding IT equipment.

13/04-19/04/2020

Further development has been done, thinking about the shape of the tray table and also 
the aesthetics. 
Continued development of the cup holder and how this could be used by the passenger 
to ensure it was easy to use and therefore improved passenger experience. 
In depth materials research to ensure the material chosen was one that complied with 
the relevant regulations for materials used within the interiors of aircraft. 

Start of research into how the advert for the final submission would look and how this 
would be created eg. Watching old British Airways adverts.

Product Development:-
Summary

Where to go next:- 

-Looking into a number of adverts from British Airways
-Looking into how to create an animation on solidworks 
  (to ensure all parts can move as intended)
-Creation of the solidoworks model, including the interior of an 
aircraft and seat ready, this will allow the product to be set with-
in its intended environment and would be used within the anima-
tion/advert
-Creation of the animation in solidworks possibly using some of 
the adobe suit to aid in its creation.
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Development:-Section 1 

Research

Research into enabling technologies and British Airways branding. Materials and manufacturing 
processes will also be discussed in this section, alongside general assembly and component 
drawings. 

Section 4

Design Detailing and 
Technical Definition 



20/04/2020 

Although the final submission would have been a working prototype, to pres-
ent as a submission and at the degree show, due to the current pandemic of 
COVID-19 and the University forced to be shut due to health and safety of staff 
and students, the submission requirements have changed. 

Therefore, I have chosen to present my design through an advert, branded 
towards British Airways. 

I believe this is the most creative way to present my design concept without 
having a model. Hence what this section will concentrate upon. 

In this section the focus will be upon:- 

- British Airways Branding, including colour schemes used on-board BA aircraft

- Material selection and finalisation of materials, including research into what materials BA use for 
their interiors and how these could possibly be implemented into the product concept

- Constant referral to the brief to ensure project focus

- Using Solidworks and keyshot to create a final model

- Implementing British Airways branding 

- Final Dimensions, manufacturing drawings and component drawings

- Manufacturing details, including design for manufacture

- Ensuring the product remains easy to use and overall improves the user experience within econ-
omy class. 

Design Detailing:-
Aim
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British Airways livery:-

The British Airways livery is predominantly based upon the Union Jack flag and has been 
since the brands formation in the 1970’s. 

The brand BA is known as the flagship airline for the United Kingdom, and the red, white and 
blue tail fin design has been an iconic design in the UK for decades. 

British Airways pride themselves on providing a very British experience on-board their 
aircraft and that doesn’t matter what cabin your travelling in either. 

‘The British Airways Experience is more than a flight. For us, it’s about making every single 
journey special. For you, it’s about feeling fantastic from airport to boarding and beyond.’ 

Taken from:- The BA experience. (No Date). Retrieved from https://www.britishairways.
com/en-gb/information/the-ba-experience.

Therefore the design detailing used inside BA cabins is nothing but first class, with every 
single stitch and rivet taken into consideration, from the British hand stitched leather select-
ed for their seating, to the Scottish salmon served on their menu, everything has a hint of 
Britishness. 

This is something, that if I am branding my design proposal towards BA, must be taken into 
careful consideration. The colour scheme must be the perfect match to the one used in the 
BA livery and tail fin design. The design must also be in-keeping with BA’s modern taken on 
British classiness, this includes the aesthetics and how the user interacts with the product 
during flight. 

Design Detailing:-
BA Branding
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British Airways colour scheme and livery:-

The British airways colour scheme used on their aircraft and on their website consists of 6 main 
colours :- 

Medium Persian Blue (#075AAA), Red (Pigment) (#EB2226), Cool Black (#01295C), Beau Blue 
(#B9CFED), Alabaster (#EFE9E5) and Metallic Silver (#A7A9AC).

This colour scheme is again based upon the Union Jack flag and are the colours used throughout the 
company, from staff uniforms and tickets to the tail fins on aircraft and seating. 

These colours are something that must be incorporated into the finish of the proposed product con-
cept to ensure that the product is in-keeping with the British Airways branding and looks the part in 
the advert/animation for submission. 

Taken from:-British Airways website colours with HEX and RGB values. (No date). 
Retrieved from https://www.schemecolor.com/british-airways-website.php

FIG 19.1

Design Detailing:-
BA Branding
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The University has made Keyshot (education version) available for students to use, due 
to the situation of the pandemic. 

Tutorial feedback:- 
During the tutorial it was clear that the progress on the project was good and con-
centration should now be on the design detailing. It was agreed that my proposal of 
branding the product towards British Airways was a good idea and in-depth research 
should be done undertaken into their branding, which I have already started. It was also 
suggested that careful consideration was taken into the specific materials used for the 
construction of the product, with specific care taken on material choice for the  cup 
holder to ensure its strength is reinforced. 

Materials used on-board British Airways aircraft for interiors:-

British Airways pride themselves on providing good quality seats for a good price, 
competing against some of the best airlines in the world. 

Considered the flagship airline for the United Kingdom, British Airways flocks the 
interiors of its aircraft with premium materials, designed for comfort as well as 
first class style. Even with a number of different cabins passengers can choose to 
travel in,  British Airways still kit out their interiors with the finest materials even if 
you choose economy class over first class, its simply space which passengers are 
paying for, in the eyes of BA customers still deserve the best, however reviews from 
my early research section suggest there is a difference of opinion from passengers 
- so could my product improve their opinions of BA’s interiors?

Design Detailing:-
Material Research
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In the summer of 2014, British Airways unveiled the new design of their seating and cabin 
interiors for short haul aircraft, specifically those flights flying from Heathrow and Gatwick 
to European destinations. 

The refitting of their aircraft interiors took inspiration from the newly arrived aircraft,  the 
Airbus A380 and Boeing 737 which recently became part of the BA fleet. 

British Airways have fitted these economy class cabins with elegant, charcoal grey leather 
seats, which are slimmer and more ergonomically designed. This will enable the addition of 
extra seats so the airline can fly more passengers to more European destinations. 

British Airways says ‘innovative design maximises personal space and comfort’. 

The headrest has four different positions and the seat back table moves in and out. However 
the tray table moves out over the middle seat, meaning BA don’t use the centre seat. 

Branded as the new ‘club Europe’ cabin, the cabin features a number of inlaid leather fea-
tures to ensure functionality. Mood lighting as seen on the new Boeing Dreamliner can be 
seen in these new economy cabins to make passengers feel more relaxed and comfortable 
for there onward journey. 

Keith Williams, British Airways’ executive chairman, said: “The short-haul landscape has 
changed enormously in recent years. To stay competitive and keep offering customers 
choice, great fares and great service, we are giving our cabins a radical makeover. There 
will be a new look, but the traditional British Airways’ comfort, elegance and value will re-
main.”

Design Detailing:-
Material Research
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The new seats were said to be a sentiment to British 
design, with the seats manufactured by B/E Aerospace 
in Kilkeel, Northern Ireland, and the leather used in 
specific parts of the cabin for human interaction are 
manufactured by Andrew Muirhead & Son Ltd in Glas-
gow. 

These seats were fitted over a 12 month period to the 
airlines Airbus fleet, and are the most dramatic chang-
es to economy class the airline has seen in decades. 

BA also say that their new cabins will deliver significant 
environmental benefits, with the new design saving up 
to 5% of emissions per passenger. Linking to the state-
ment in my literature review that the more seats on-
board the aircraft, the more environmentally friendly 
the flight will be per passenger, therefore flying econ-
omy class is significantly better for the environment 
than flying business or first class. 

British Airways have been developing their economy 
class cabins for a number of years now but research 
shows that they are still using high quality materials 
to ensure maximum comfort for the passengers no 
matter what cabin they choose to travel in. 

Taken from:- Press release. (June 2014). Retrieved 
from https://mediacentre.britishairways.com/press-
release/details/86/2014-65/5172 (June 2014).

Having looked into the materials which British Airways use in there new economy class cabins, 
it was necessary to research which leather they actually use on their inlaid leather features to 
ensure this would be appropriate as a material for my product proposal, as applying the British 
Airways branding to my product proposal is important to producing the advert/animation for 
submission. 

FIG 19.2

FIG 19.3

FIG 19.4

Design Detailing:-
Material Research
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Andrew Muirhead & Son Ltd:- 

Also known as Muirhead, based in Glasgow, they are considered the global market leader in Avia-
tion seating. They supply leather to over 160 airlines, airframes and seating manufacturers in over 
60 countries. 

Muirhead has developed the worlds first full substance leather with a significant weight reduction 
over traditional leather. They say that this offers a big economic insensitive but also offers the 
same luxury as normal leather but with far greater properties. 

Although they carry 140 leathers in stock as standard, their Sateen range is the one that meets 
the worlds strictest airline policies. Muirhead also allow airlines to custom colour their leather to 
match their colour schemes fleet wide. 

Muirhead say:- ‘Our aviation leather has been developed to pass all airworthiness specifications 
and our in-house testing laboratory is UKAS accredited to carry out FAA 25.853, Vertical Burn and 
ABD0031 Smoke Density and Toxicity testing (BSI ISO 17025:2005). We also have cutting edge flame 
retardant aviation leathers, which meet the most stringent Civil Aviation Authority regulations.’ 

Which makes their aviation leather perfect for use on my proposed product concept, due to the 
fact that it is air worthy, passing all tests asked of it by the CAA and meeting all regulations set out 
for materials used in interiors of aircraft. 

Muirhead’s website outlines that they are increasingly aware of the leather being used in economy 
class cabins and they say this is due to their natural leather having a high performance, being 
durable, hygienic and low maintenance, and so this material has become a specific interest for low 
cost carriers and those airlines with economy class cabin. 

Taken from:- Aviation leather. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.muirhead.co.uk/en/avia-
tion/
 

Design Detailing:-
Material Research
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Manufactured in the UK, Muirhead also have sales offices in USA, Australia, the Middle East and 
Asia. The fact it is manufactured in the UK (Glasgow), makes it an attractive material for a com-
pany such as British Airways who pride themselves on being quint-essentially British from the 
moment passengers buy their ticket to the moment the passenger steps off the plane at their 
destination. 

Muirhead are also an extremely sustainable company, with market leading life cycle analysis of 
their products, they source all their leather locally which means it is not only marketed as British 
leather, but is in fact Scottish leather through and through. Muirhead say that over 100 tonnes of 
waste can be captured and converted into energy to power their manufacturing process. This is 
also a huge selling point to the aviation industry who are constantly under speculation surrounding 
the amount of carbon emissions it produces. 

Below is a selection of Sateen leather in blue, that Muirhead have in stock as standard . I have 
ordered a few samples of these to see what the material feels like and to understand the aesthet-
ics of the material. However due to the Covid-19 pandemic I am unsure whether I will be able to 
receive these samples. 

Taken from:- Browse our collection. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.muirhead.co.uk/en/prod-
ucts/
 

FIG 19.5

Design Detailing:-
Material Research
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This information will prove very useful, especially when picking which colour to use in the final 
render, as I now know that BA use Dark charcoal leather for their inlays fleet wide. 

Although after this last email, I have had no further contact with the company what they have 
provided will be very useful.  
 
This leather will be used in the final product concept, this is due to the fact that it is well known 
to comply with the regulation required by airlines for materials used in the interiors of aircraft 
cabins and is also in keeping with the British Airways brand style. 

Contacting Andrew Muirhead:- 

In order to possibly gain some more understanding of the leather which British Airways use to 
flock their interiors, I contacted Andrew Muirhead, through their website. The email thread below 
shares the information they were willing to give me, as understandably, they weren’t able to give 
me specific details for my project:- 

FIG 19.6

Design Detailing:-
Material Proposals
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Material selection for other parts of the product concept:-

Ultrason resin:- 

Further to the initial research of Ultrason resin in section 3 it was necessary to do more in depth 
research and to ensure this was suitable for the application/environment intended.

‘Ultrason® is the trade name for the BASF product range
Including polyethersulfone (Ultrason® E), polysulfone
(Ultrason® S), and polyphenylsulfone (Ultrason® P).’

Taken from:- Ultrason – the speciality plastic for high quality parts. (No date). Retrieved from 
https://plastics-rubber.basf.com/global/en/performance_polymers/products/ultrason.html.

Ultrason has very high long-term service temperature, Excellent transparency, High stiffness, 
good dimensional stability and mechanical strength even at high temperatures, Very favourable 
behaviour in case of exposure to fire, Excellent hydrolysis resistance and Favourable dielectric 
properties.

Ultrason resins can be used for applications in products where other plastics fail to meet the 
requirements e.g. the aviation industry, where strict material regulations apply. Ultrason resin can 
substitute a wide range of materials including ceramics, metals and thermoset polymers. 

The typical advantages of Ultrason resins are that it allows design flexibility, lightweight parts, 
fracture resistant and recycle-ability. 

This material is perfect for the aviation industry and applications within the interior of aircraft 
because of its great strength, heat resistance and stress resistance. 

Design Detailing:-
Material Proposals
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Image of extruded Ultrson P3010 and Ultrason P 2010

Ultrason resin comes in a variety of different grades but their are two which are the most suitable for 
application in the aviation industry:- 

Ultrason® P 3010 and Ultrason® P 2010
(Polyphenylsulfone (PPSU) with outstanding impact and stress cracking behaviour)

The main reasons why this grade is suitable for application in my proposed product concept is due to the 
main compliances of this grade which include:- 

-Compliance with FDA and EU food contact regulations
-Approved for contact with drinking water
-High toughness
-Excellent flame resistance
-Excellent heat resistance

This grade is already widely used in the aviation industry due to its excellent fire retardancy and therefore 
complies with the strict aviation regulations. It is currently used for overhead bins, aircraft interior cover-
ings and food trolley components. 

Taken from:- Ultrason – the speciality plastic for high quality parts. (No date). Retrieved from https://plas-
tics-rubber.basf.com/global/en/performance_polymers/products/ultrason.html.

This Ultrason resin would be used for the actual tray table itself as well as the inside table as it can be easily 
injection moulded, which although is expensive to initially set up, manufacturers can produce large volumes 
of products quickly and at a reduced cost compared to other manufacturing methods. 

FIG 19.7

Design Detailing:-
Material Proposals
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Aluminium Alloy:- 

The 7000 series of Aluminium alloys are the alloys most commonly used in the aerospace industry and is 
commonly misinterpreted by the masses as ‘aerospace grade / aircraft grade’ aluminium, but there is no 
such thing. 

The specific grade chosen for my product concept proposal is Aluminium 7075 (AA7075) and this would be 
used to manufacture the cup holder. 

Aluminium 7075:- 

Commonly used in the aerospace industry anyway, AA7075, is an aluminium alloy that is predominately 
alloyed using zinc. It tends to be used in applications where the strength of the product is important and the 
corrosion resistance is less important. 

The typical properties of AA7075:- 
-Exhibits good ductility, 
-High strength, 
-Toughness,
-Good resistance to fatigue

It is classed as a very high strength aluminium alloy with superior stress resistance, making it an ideal 
material for a product with moving parts which are under constant stress e.g. a fold-able cup holder. 

Taken from:-7075 Aluminium Alloy. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.smithmetal.com/7075.htm

Anodising:- 

Anodising is used for abrasion control, and Pre-anodised aluminium is a very soft material, however once 
complete this is what gives aluminium oxide its strength, giving it a great resistance to wear and tear. 

The Aluminium oxide layer that is produced is considered porous and therefore can be dyed to a desired 
colour. 

In the case of the aircraft tray table, anodising can be used to strengthen the cup holder and once dyed it 
can match the colour used for the rest of the product, keeping in line with the British Airways standard of 
perfection. 

Design Detailing:-
Material Proposals
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Polyurethane:- 

Polyurethanes are used by every single 
person every single day in some way or 
another. 

Its main properties include:- 

-Versatility, 
-Hardness
-Tensile strength 
-Compression strength 
-Impact resistance 
-Abrasion and tear resistance

Polyurethane can exist is various forms 
and can be tailored to be rigid or flexible, 
and is the material choice for a wide range 
of products, as it also has the ability to 
have inbuilt live hinges. 

Apple :- ‘The Smart Folio for 
iPad Pro is constructed from 

a single piece of polyure-
thane to protect the front 
and back of your device.’

Therefore this is the material of choice for the iPad/tablet stand on the product con-
cept proposal, as polyurethane can also be made flame retardant which important for 
a material being used in the aviation industry as it needs this property to comply with 
regulations set out by the CAA. 

Taken from:- What is polyurethane? (No date). Retrieved from http://www.polyure-
thanes.org/en/what-is-it

FIG 19.8

Design Detailing:-
Material Proposals
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Sustainability of material selections:- 

Ultrason resin:- 

Unused and unmixed, clean resin can be re-processed. Left over material from manufacturing processes 
can also be returned to the process, as long as it has been cleaned and dusted. This means that left over 
materials from manufacturing processes such as injection moulding can be returned to the process, 
thus reducing waste. Unmixed mouldings can also be returned into the process as long as they have been 
cleaned and dusted. The material guide fro Ultrason resin - ‘Ultrason® E, S, P (PESU, PSU, PPSU) Product 
Brochure’ states that manufacturers of the resin must comply with a quality management system in 
accordance with ISO 9001 and Environmental management systems in accordance with ISO 14001. This 
means that suggesting Ultrason resin for the main body of the product concept means is a relatively 
sustainable material for use within the aviation industry. 

Taken from:-Ultrason – the speciality plastic for high quality parts. (No date). Retrieved from https://
plastics-rubber.basf.com/global/en/performance_polymers/products/ultrason.html.

Aluminium:- 

For most aluminium products the metal is not actually consumed and is actually only used for a short 
amount of time. It can therefore be recycled without loosing any of its amazing properties. ‘Over 90mil-
lion tonnes of C02 is saved every year by recycling aluminium products.’ Therefore aluminium has an 
infinite recoverability, which has led to the situation where 75% of Aluminium ever produced is still in 
productive use today, which means some aluminium has been through infinite cycles. New products 
manufactured from aluminium is now produced from 65% raw aluminium and 35% recycled aluminium. 
Therefore using aluminium for parts of my proposed product concept means that it will already contain 
recycled materials, but when the concept has reached the end of its life span it can then be reused for 
future generations of travellers around the world. 

Taken from:- The international aluminium institute. (No date). Retrieved from http://recycling.world-alu-
minium.org/review/sustainability/#:~:text=Aluminium%20Recycling%20%E2%80%93%20Sustainabili-
ty,corresponding%20emissions%2C%20including%20greenhouse%20gases.

Design Detailing:-
Material Proposals
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Sateen leather:- 

If the  Sateen leather is bought/produced from the Scottish manufacturers Muirhead who produce the 
leather for British Airways then the leather can be classed as sustainable. Muirhead class sustainability 
as a fundamental element in there business ethos. They source the hides as locally as possible and they 
pride themselves on the transparency and traceability in the supply chain for the consumer. They also 
have an industry leading Life cycle analysis technology which helps them monitor the environmental 
impact of the manufacturing process of their leather. Therefore selecting this type of leather for my 
product concept means that the inlays are not only in line with the aviation regulations surrounding 
materials for interiors of aircraft but is also sustainable. 

Taken from:- Our commitments. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.muirhead.co.uk/en/our-story/

Polyurethane:- 

Polyurethanes have many valuable applications from increasing the product lifetime of a product through 
coatings to helping architects insulate buildings. Due to polyurethanes being petrol-chemical based there 
is an awful lot of work going on to ensure that consumers are recycling the products correctly so that 
these precious materials do not go to waste. There are a number of ways that these can be recycled 
depending upon the type of polyurethane used, for example polyurethane foams are regularly turned into 
carpet underlays. Therefore, although polyurethane is produced from a non-renewable resource, it can 
be recycled and is widely recycled as governments across the globe strive to recycle more and more 
plastic products in order to reverse global warming and preserve the planet for future generations.

Taken from:- Polyurethanes and sustainability. (No date). Retrieved from http://www.polyurethanes.org/
en/why-choose-it/sustainability-2

Overall I believe that although I have chosen a wide range of materials, that they are each sustainable 
in there own way, from being recycled infinity to being recycled within the manufacturing process itself. 
Therefore I believe that the materials chosen for my product concept not only provide great properties 
for the concepts intended use and environment in which it will be used but also provide the aviation 
industry with a product which is sustainable in an ever scrutinised aviation world.  

Design Detailing:-
Material Proposals
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Final material and manufacturing proposal:- 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

FIG 19.9

Design Detailing:-
Material/Manufacturing

Part Number Name Material Manufacturing method
1 Pull tab leather inlay Sateen Leather Tanned & hand stitched
2 Inside table leather inlay Sateen Leather Tanned & hand stitched
3 Inside table Ultrason resin Injection moulded
4 Outside table Ultrason resin Injection moulded
5 Phone stand Polyurethane Heat Cast Moulding

Part Number Name Material Manufacturing method
6 Pull tab Ultrason resin Injection moulded
7 Draw runner Stainless steel Standardised component
8 Attachment Ultrason resin Injection moulded

Part Number Name Material Manufacturing method
9 Cup holder leather inlay Sateen resin Tanned & hand stitched

10 Cup holder leather inlay Sateen resin Tanned & hand stitched
11 Cup holder  Ultrason resin Injection moulded
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Final material and manufacturing proposal:- 

6.

7.

8.

FIG 20.0

Design Detailing:-
Material/Manufacturing

Part Number Name Material Manufacturing method
1 Pull tab leather inlay Sateen Leather Tanned & hand stitched
2 Inside table leather inlay Sateen Leather Tanned & hand stitched
3 Inside table Ultrason resin Injection moulded
4 Outside table Ultrason resin Injection moulded
5 Phone stand Polyurethane Heat Cast Moulding

Part Number Name Material Manufacturing method
6 Pull tab Ultrason resin Injection moulded
7 Draw runner Stainless steel Standardised component
8 Attachment Ultrason resin Injection moulded

Part Number Name Material Manufacturing method
9 Cup holder leather inlay Sateen resin Tanned & hand stitched

10 Cup holder leather inlay Sateen resin Tanned & hand stitched
11 Cup holder  Ultrason resin Injection moulded
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Final material and manufacturing proposal:- 

9.

10.

11.

FIG 20.1

Design Detailing:-
Material/Manufacturing

Part Number Name Material Manufacturing method
1 Pull tab leather inlay Sateen Leather Tanned & hand stitched
2 Inside table leather inlay Sateen Leather Tanned & hand stitched
3 Inside table Ultrason resin Injection moulded
4 Outside table Ultrason resin Injection moulded
5 Phone stand Polyurethane Heat Cast Moulding

Part Number Name Material Manufacturing method
6 Pull tab Ultrason resin Injection moulded
7 Draw runner Stainless steel Standardised component
8 Attachment Ultrason resin Injection moulded

Part Number Name Material Manufacturing method
9 Cup holder leather inlay Sateen resin Tanned & hand stitched

10 Cup holder leather inlay Sateen resin Tanned & hand stitched
11 Cup holder  Ultrason resin Injection moulded
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Below are the initial renders created using a combination of solidworks and keyshot. 

These show the separate parts of the tray table in their intended materials. 

The leather inlays can also be seen, where the British Airways logo would be embossed. 

FIG 20.2 FIG 20.3

FIG 20.4 FIG 20.5

Design Detailing:-
Material/Manufacturing
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FIG 20.6

FIG 20.7
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Wednesday 29/04/2020

I picked up an extra tutorial with Nigel, which was helpful as we went through what I had 
completed throughout the week, we mostly went through the material choices, to ensure 
these were the right materials for their uses. 

Nigel confirmed that the material choices were correct, specifically that the choice of Al-
uminium for the cup holder and the Ultrason resin would work for the what the product is 
intended to do and the environment its intended to be used within. 

Nigel also suggested that because Ultrason can be used to manufacture products by injec-
tion moulding`that a split line would be needed to ensure that the strict shape of the outside 
tray table could be maintained. 

More design detailing is now required to take place to ensure that the shape can be main-
tained during manufacturing, therefore split lines need to be added to the solidworks model, 
exploded views within solidworks would allow me to demonstrate and/or communicate this 
properly and show where the split lines would be on the product due to manufacture.

Friday 01/05/2020

Blackboard went down approximately 10minutes before my tutorial was due to take place 
with Darren and didn’t come back online in time, so the tutorial had to be rearranged for a 
later date.

Design Detailing:-
COIVD-19 Reflection
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Acting upon the advice from Nigel, it was necessary to start looking at where it was appropriate to put the split 
lines on the model so that the model has been designed for manufacture. 

Due to using the Ultrason resin and the fact this can be injection moulded, it was necessary for a split line to put 
on the outside tray table. This would mean it would now have 2 moulds instead of 1 but wouldn’t need to have a 
drastic draft angle added so that excess material could be removed. 

Where the split line has been added can be seen in the exploded render below:-

The above render shows all the parts that would be used to construct the tray table. They are also displayed 
in the colours and materials that would be used, those similar to the British Airways colour scheme and using 
information supplied by one of BA’s material suppliers. 

The addition of the split means that the product can easily be removed from the mould in the injection moulding 
process. 

FIG 20.8

Design Detailing:-
Material/Manufacturing
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FIG 20.9
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Friday 01/05/2020

I applied for an extension through My student record and this was excepted so my new dead-
line is now the 18/06/2020.

Monday 04/05/2020

Due to blackboard being down on Friday, Darren re-organised the tutorial for Monday. In the 
tutorial, it was discussed that the split line was in the correct place and that this was needed 
in order to avoid a draft angle during manufacture. We also discussed the use of the leather 
from Andrew Muirhead and the colour scheme that would be used in the final renders. 

Discussion also took place surrounding extensions (see above) and submissions, I explained 
the idea of creating a British Airways advert, to which Darren agreed was a good idea and 
would showcase the product well. 

05-08/05/2020

Final measurement drawings completed, and the beginning of the creation of an aircraft 
fuselage in solidworks which will be used to create the advert. 

Beginning to look into placing the product within its intended environment into the shots of 
the renders of the aircraft fuselage, ready for use with the advert. 

Started looking at manufacturing drawings. 

Design Detailing:-
COVID-19 Reflection
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FIG 21.0
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Component drawings:-
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Component drawings:-
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Component drawings:-
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Component drawings:-
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Part Number Name Qty Drawing Tray table main assembley components
1 Front Piece 1 Scale 1:2
2 Back Plate 1 Sheet Num 4
3 Attachment for the seat 2 Author E. Davies
4 Top of outside housing 1 Date 09/06/2020
5 Bottom of outside housing 1
6 Leather inlay for inside draw 1
7 Inside draw 1
8 Pull tab 1
9 Leather inlay for pull tab 1

10 Top of draw runner 2
11 Middle of draw runner 2
12 Bottom of draw runner 2

Design Detailing:-
Manufacturing Details
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General Arrangement drawing:-
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Drawing Sub-Assembly 1
Scale 1:2
Sheet Num 1
Author E. Davies
Date 09/06/2020
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Component drawings:-
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FIG 22.2

Part Number Name Qty Drawing Sub-Assembly 1
1 Leather inlay for cup holder to 1 Scale 1:2
2 Cup holder part 1 1 Sheet Num 2
3 Cup holder part 2 1 Author E. Davies
4 Cup holder part 3 1 Date 09/06/2020
5 Pull tab 1
6 Leather inlay for pull tab 1
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Manufacturing Details
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General Arrangement drawing:-
Sub-Assembly 2:-
(Phone stand)
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Scale 1:2
Sheet Num 1
Author E. Davies
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Component drawings:-
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Part Number Name Qty Drawing Sub-Assembly 2
1 Phone stand part 1 1 Scale 1:2
2 Phone stand part 2 1 Sheet Num 1
3 Phone stand part 3 1 Author E. Davies

Date 09/06/2020



07/05/2020

On advice from the lecture notes released on Wednesday I tried to make general assembly 
drawings of all the parts in the assembly. 

I did this through Solidworks drawing tool, however I could not change the increments of 
measurement from inches to millimetres, as my version of solidworks would not allow me 
to, therefore I had to import them into Illustrator and change the dimensions from inch-
es to millimetres. This was initially and issue but I found a way around it so that I could 
ensure that my design concept could be communicated efficiently through the manufac-
turing/component drawings. 

Although during the design development stages a lot has changed with regards to the project and how the 
submission will look, I do believe this gave me the time to become more confident using solidworks and 
Keyshot, while also allowing me to develop my product concept accordingly.

I believe during this stage my product concept has come along way since the design freeze presentations 
at the start of lock-down. I have been able to research and apply branding to my product concept which 
has brought the model to life. 

I have also had to be creative with how I continue to develop my concept due to the pandemic and this 
has pushed me to ensure that my product concept is the best that it can be within the current time frame 
and current constraints of the pandemic. 

I believe that even though I initially had issue with the manufacturing drawings it was worth persevering 
as it has allowed me to communicate my design concept properly and to a professional standard. 

In the next section I will be concentrating on developing my submission, this will include using solidworks 
and keyshot to develop a British Airways advert, as I have decided this is the best way of presenting my 
product concept without a final model. 

Design Detailing:-
Summary

132
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Development:-Section 1 

Research

Using solidworks, keyshot and the Adobe suit (specifically premier pro) to create an advert in 
the style of British Airways.

Section 5

Final product proposal and 
construction of submission
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Final product proposal and construction of submission:- 

In this section will be the finalisation of the final product concept, including:-

- Final renders of the product concept
- Final animation of the product concept on its own
- Creation of the interior of an aircraft using solidworks and keyshot for use in the 
advert
- Studying a wide variety of different British Airways adverts from the last couple of 
years to understand how they, as a brand like to communicate to their passengers 
and customers
- Researching the effects the pandemic may have upon the aviation industry as a 
whole and initial thoughts into how it will look post lock-down
- Filming and editing using a variety of different software packages
- Creation of an animation/ advert using Solidworks and keyshot alongside Adobe 
premier pro or any other video editing software that is required
- Begin research into studying the Alliance which British Airways are part of to pos-
sibly brand the product towards a number of different airlines, and look where the 
product concept could go next

- Completing all the submission requirements including:-
 - Re-looking at part 1 logbook
 - Project 2 logbook
 - Animation/Advert
 - Creation of a Separate sketch book
 - Manufacturing drawings as appropriate  (see section 4)
 - Digital presentation
 

Product Proposal:-
Aim of Section



Above are the renders of the product concept with the British Airways branding (Using both the British Airways 
coat of arms and the standard logo) and with the British Airways colour scheme (Dark charcoal and grey):- 

The preview animation of the tray table can be viewed by using the link below:- 

You Tube link:- https://youtu.be/znAPstx9-j4 - Animation of the product concept with British Airways Branding
Google  drive link:- https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OqVlekAEQ4UzHF_VL5pqKqxdZLjfySYb?usp=sharing 
- Animation of the product concept with British Airways

21/05/2020

Tutorial with Peter who suggested that I take off the British Airways coat of arms logo, as this isn’t what passengers would 
initially link to British Airways, as it’s almost an unknown feature, he suggested placing a larger version of the original BA 
logo. Peter also suggested that I should shorten the advert to make sure it showed the product with its full potential and 
didn’t focus too much upon other aspects e.g. planes or the airport.

FIG 22.5 FIG 22.6

FIG 22.7 FIG 22.8

Product Proposal:-
Product Renders
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Above are the final renders of the product concept with the British Airways branding and colours applied. These renders 
have the most recognisable British Airways logos on, as advised in a tutorial, this makes the product concept instantly 
more recognisable as something that would be on-board a British Airways aircraft.

Below are the final product concept renders, using the appropriate amount of British Airways branding and in the appropri-
ate British Airways colours.

An animation was completed using Keyshot and this final animation conveying how the product concept is intended to 
function. 
The following link is to view the animation:-

You Tube link:- https://youtu.be/8vvDvVzbK38 - Final product concept animation with British Airways branding.
Google Drive link:- https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OqVlekAEQ4UzHF_VL5pqKqxdZLjfySYb?usp=sharing - Final 
product concept animation with British Airways branding.

FIG 22.9 FIG 23.0

FIG 23.1 FIG 23.2

Product Proposal:-
Product Renders
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FIG 23.3

FIG 23.4
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In order to produce a realistic cinematic animation / advert for my product concept, it was necessary 
to base the seat that would be used to display the tray table off of one already used in a British Airways 
economy cabin, this seat can be seen below:-

It was necessary to create the aircraft seat using solidworks and make it as similar as possible to the one 
shown above. The following images show the creation of the seat in solidworks:-

FIG 23.5 FIG 23.6

FIG 23.7 FIG 23.8

Product Proposal:-
Advert Creation
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In order to ensure the seats were of 
the correct style, it was necessary 
to render the seats in keyshot. 

This allowed me to develop how the 
tray table was attached to the back 
of the seat, while also ensuring that 
the colours and materials similar to 
those used on BA seats. 

It was also necessary to make sure that the seat 
height was correct and then the tray table was the 
correct height. It was also an opportunity to ensure 
that the colours were correct and the BA branding 
was in the correct place.

FIG 24.0

FIG 23.9

FIG 24.1

FIG 24.2

Product Proposal:-
Advert Creation



Acting upon Nigel’s suggestion I decided to research the effect that the COVID-19 pandemic has had or will have 
on air travel and whether this would effect the design or airline economy class cabins in future:- 

Air travel post corona virus:- 

While every business and everybody has been effected by the COVID-19 pandemic, aviation has been turned 
upside down. Travel bans have stopped international travel, a lot of worldwide routes have been suspended and 
domestic travel in the UK and USA has dropped by over 70%. In the USA congress has bailed out the aviation 
industry with a $25 billion loan. Across the industry airlines have already implemented drastic measures, to fall 
in line with social distancing recommendations, Delta airlines have already got rid of the middle of the seat and 
only board 10 passengers at a time, while JetBlue have suspended cabin beverage and snacking services. 

In the UK, EasyJet plans to remove the middle seat altogether to comply with social distancing laws brought in 
by the government. EasyJet chief executive Johan Lundgren expects the seating measure will encourage more 
people to fly. Easy Jet also say that they expect to be able to implement this very easily because there will be 
less people willing to fly post lock-down. EasyJet sales are up for winter 2020 and they expect this is due to 
passengers rebooking due to cancelled flights during lock-down however the business is still suffering, with 
them deferring buying 24 new aircraft from manufacturer Airbus, who as a manufacturer recently turned to 
manufacturing ventilators to help with the pandemic. 

Taken from:-  D. Jordan. Coronavirus: EasyJet to leave middle plane seat empty. (16 April 2020). Retrieved from
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-52306868?fbclid=IwAR3YL8RyeF-2ywCO4HqoDBBw0Aj-
2tylxbV305Oma8OxBfWT1NwicbrbRzDA  

Product Proposal:-
Travel post COVID-19
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09-13/05/2020

Creating the final tray table renders using keyshot and using solidworks to create the chairs and initial 
inside of the aircraft cabin. 

13/05/2020

I had a tutorial with Nigel and showed him my progress with how the product concept would be presented 
for submission, including renders and animations. He suggested looking into articles surrounding how air 
travel would look post coronavirus pandemic, as this is something that could be shown in the final advert. 
He was also keen to make sure that if I used any clips from BA adverts I needed to reference them care-
fully and give accreditation where applicable. 
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Scott Duncan, a partner at Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, has designed many terminals for airports and suggests 
that ‘There could be beautiful waiting areas that are remote from the gate lounge, with a spaced out pod-envi-
ronment’. ‘Bright-coloured grids that tell where to stand six feet apart in customs, among other visual social 
distancing cues’. 

Week commencing the 4-10/05/2020, Vienna airport introduced a testing facility that costs 190 Euros, although 
it has a 3 hour turn around, officials believe it will act as an incentive for passengers as if testing negative they 
avoid a 14 day quarantine, which is otherwise mandatory for anyone entering Austria. 

Other Airlines, such as United airlines are attempting to remove the traditional contact in airports - United 
have produced a system for self printing luggage labels which gives passengers a QR code to scan when they 
reach the airport which automatically prints a luggage label. More and more airlines and businesses are moving 
towards a digital environment in order to stop the spread of the virus. 

Week commencing 11 may, Airbus announced a sensor that once on-board an aircraft, can smell coronavirus. 
This technology was originally designed for explosive devices but has been adapted since the pandemic and 
Airbus said testing will begin in late 2020. 

Aviointeriors (designers of the Skyrider 2.0), recently released a mock up design of an aircraft interior which 
includes easy to wipe down screens in-between each seat, which decreases the likelihood of the spread of the 
virus. 

Taken from:- E. Taylor. What will air travel look like post COIVD-19? (12 May 2020). Retrieved from https://www.
vogue.com/article/what-will-the-future-of-air-travel-look-like

FIG 24.3 FIG 24.4

Product Proposal:-
Travel post COVID-19
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Airlines have almost certainly given 
up on saving the lucrative summer 
season, with air travel down 95% 
at the height of the pandemic, many 
predict that air travel will never look 
the same again. 

Many suggest that face masks, hand 
washing and social distancing are 
only the beginning of changes that 
will be implemented in the post 
coronavirus world. 

There have been quite a few potential ideas for how seating will look when flying starts up again, Aviointeriors are 
at the forefront of these speculative designs including designing seats with screens and even turning the mid-
dle seat around, with the proposal that these new designs will help in-force social distancing in a very confined 
space. 

With proposals for new seat designs and implementing social distancing on aircraft, what does this mean for the 
other products which passengers interact with? Does this mean that product proposals like compact, easy to 
clean tray tables, like my product proposal, are more likely to be implemented across airline fleets worldwide? 
As not only will airlines want to prevent the spread of covid-19 but they will also want to ensure that passenger 
experience is improving as this will be under strict scrutiny when lock-down lifts and customer retention will be 
key.

Therefore can this need to keep passengers safe from covid-19 be something that could be implemented in my 
product concept British Airways advert, as something which can compliment the improvement of passenger 
experience. As this is something that opinion polls suggest is going to be an important factor in getting the nation 
flying again. 

Taken from:- T. Pallini. Rear facing plane seats could be the future of air travel as airlines eek to make flying 
safer in a post pandemic world. (29 April 2020). Retrieved from https://www.businessinsider.com/rear-facing-
head-level-shield-plane-seats-the-future-air-travel-2020-4?r=US&IR=T#experts-are-saying-that-airlines-wont-
see-2019-levels-of-air-travel-for-years-to-come-so-these-seats-just-may-be-the-way-airlines-get-back-to-
where-they-were-and-rebuild-trust-and-confidence-in-aviation-as-a-mode-of-transportation-14 and J. Muller. 
Air travel will never be the same again after coronavirus. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.axios.com/
future-air-travel-coronavirus-bcee181c-1d3a-4305-992d-053d5c80a909.html).

FIG 24.5

Product Proposal:-
Travel post COVID-19
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‘9/11 changed travel completely 
with added security checks and 

longer check-in times. The impact 
of COVID-19 on air travel will be 

even more far-reaching’
Airline consultant Shashank Nigam, CEO and 

founder of SimpliFlying
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The images show the final renders which will be used for the  animation which will feature in the final submission advert. 

The renders show the product concept in a number of different positions, inside a mock up aircraft cabin, I believed it was 
necessary to create the cabin in order to ensure that the advert was of a realistic and professional standard.

British Airways branding is used throughout the cabin, including on the screens and embossed into the leather used across 
the seating, product concept and cabin. 

The screen separating the two seats provides a futuristic insight into what flying could be like post the coronavirus pan-
demic. Which took inspiration from the Aviointeriors design proposal for partition between passengers to enforce social 
distancing, as seen on previous pages. I believe this is how air travel may look in the future, with airlines wanting to ensure 
passenger safety as well as comfort, which will therefore improve the user experience on-board and ultimately get the 
industry up in the air again.

FIG 24.6 FIG 24.7

FIG 24.8 FIG 24.9

Product Proposal:-
Advert Creation
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15/05/2020

Tutorial with Darren - I showed initial animations which had been completed through keyshot. Darren thought the 
project was coming together and liked the fact that I had included a possible spin on how coronavirus will affect 
air travel in the future in my animation. He also wanted me to make sure I allowed time to create the British 
Airways advert. 

I received the current outcome for my part 1 project, which was that Wilko currently won’t be taking the project 
any further apparently due to covid-19. This was disappointing however I still wanted to carry on with the develop-
ment of the product in Solidworks/Keyshot for the submission, seen in my Part 1 logbook. 

In order to create the animation of the inside of the aircraft cabin, I used the animation feature in keyshot. Having never 
used this feature, I watched the tutorials on how to go about animating a model on the Keyshot website. (https://www.
keyshot.com/resources/learning/tutorials/). These tutorials guided me through the process of animating a model and 
were very helpful. 

Once I had completed the animation, I used the preview setting to ensure that the animation movements were correct 
and then following the tutorial set the animation to render. This render took around 55 hours to render due to the fact it 
needed to render 901 frames. 

FIG 25.0 FIG 25.1

Product Proposal:-
Advert Creation
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Researching current British Airways adverts:- 

In order to ensure that the advert created was 
in-line with what British Airways produces, it was 
necessary to study what type of adverts British 
Airways produce to entice customers to use there 
routes and company. 

British Airways holidays:-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50LFRzFdRMs

This advert was launched in December 2019, and provides a different take on the typical holiday advert. It 
uses rateable social distancing situations to demonstrate the savviness of British Airways customers. It 
convinces the viewer that a British Airways holiday is the smart way to holiday. 

Taken from:-British Airways holidays launches new advert. (2 January 2020). Retrieved from https://
www.shots.net/news/view/british-airways-holidays-launches-new-tv-advert

British Airways ‘dear Britain’:-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=615KyCRUTnU

Released in April 2020, the advert is designed to 
re-assure the public during the covid-19 pandemic 
that once they are given the go-ahead, British Air-
ways will once again fly passengers to every corner 
of the globe. 

Taken from:-S. Calder. ‘It will be epic’ British Airways 
releases optimistic message to Britain as flights 
dwindle. (10 April 2020). Retrieved from https://
www.independent.co.uk/travel/news-and-advice/
british-airways-flights-cancelled-video-message-
alex-cruz-a9458876.html

FIG 25.2

FIG 25.3

Product Proposal:-
Advert Creation
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British Airways today, tomorrow advert:- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NOf-
nC2sjCEA

The advert was unveiled in 2013 and formed 
part of their ‘To fly, To serve’ campaign. It 
follows a passenger through the specific 
parts of flying. It puts emphasis on the care 
and thought that British Airways put into 
every single aspect of the flight. 

The advert is aimed to highlight the innovation that British Airways has developed over recent years, includ-
ing the automatic check in, mobile boarding passes, digital bag tags and the latest British Airways aircraft 
(the superjumbo A380). The advert has been designed to promote the re-designed, modern British Airways 
fleet and brand. 

Taken from:-D. McLeod. British Airways, Today Tomorrow. (7 September 2013). Retrieved from https://
theinspirationroom.com/daily/2013/british-airways-today-tomorrow/

From looking at recent British Airways adverts it is clear to see that they like to display how they have 
developed their fleet for the passengers benefit and they also like to reassure passengers that they want to 
work with them, so that they have the best possible experience while flying with British Airways. 

These core features are something that I need to make sure are portrayed in my advert. The use of keyshot 
will allow me to ensure that the animation produced for the advert will convey the message of the fact 
British Airways are always there for their passengers and that British Airways want their passengers to 
have the best possible experience whilst in their care, they want customers to experience British hospitality 
at its finest. 

FIG 25.4

Product Proposal:-
Advert Creation
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The advert was created using a small number of clips from pre-existing British Airways adverts, this would 
allow the correct branding and set the correct environment for which my product concept is intended to be 
used within. 

Using the British Airways pre-existing adverts, also allowed for the current ‘gossip’ of what will happen to air 
travel post covid-19, to be proposed, with the use of a dividing screen, which can be seen on the render used 
in the advert. 

The final render for the animation used within the advert also took 10 days to render but I believe it came out 
at a high quality and is an effective piece of advertisement for the product concept.

A preview of the first attempt at the advert creation can be seen using the link below:- 

You Tube link:- https://youtu.be/Y8G88CcQ7Nk - British airways animation - preview
Google Drive link:-https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OqVlekAEQ4UzHF_VL5pqKqxdZLjfySYb?usp=shar-
ing - British Airways animation - preview. 

22/05/2020

Final official tutorial of the academic year:- 

Darren liked how far the product concept has come since the university shut down due to cov-
id-19. It was suggested that the render within the advert needed increasing in size, this would 
increase the resolution size to the same size as the British Airways advert clips, therefore 
increasing the number time the render from keyshot would take. It was also suggested that 
it would look better if the camera also zoomed into the product concept this would produce a 
better advert as it would provide more focus on the product concept, as it was pointed out by 
both Peter and Darren that the scene created in solidworks of the inside of an aircraft some 
what takes away from the proposed product concept. 

22-26/05/2020

Further development of the advert for submission, including adjusting the render in keyshot to 
show the full potential of the product concept and using the camera to create a zoom effect 
on the animation to ensure the focus remained on the proposed product concept. 

Product Proposal:-
Advert Creation
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In order to ensure the advert maintained its realistic feel, I felt it was necessary to be creative with how the 
British Airways passenger was depicted in the advert. Therefore using inspiration from videos online, I de-
cided to use the washing machine to imitate the view out of a plane window when in flight. The images of me 
attempting to create this effect can be seen below, along with the link to some of the filming I did to imitate 
the view from an aircraft window:- 

Link:- You Tube:- https://youtu.be/pF7AWG7t4Uc - Washing machine as aircraft window attempt.
         Google Drive:- -https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OqVlekAEQ4UzHF_VL5pqKqxdZLjfySYb?us-
p=sharing - Washing machine as aircraft window attempt. 

I used an iPad inside the washing machine playing 
a view in which a passenger would witness from 
outside the aircraft. Once the washing machine door 
is shut the effect that occurs is one that imitates 
the bubble effect of an aircraft window.

After reviewing the footage and taking on-
board more information about how British 
Airways produce their adverts, I decided that 
the footage wasn’t appropriate for use in 
the advert being created for submission as 
it wasn’t in keeping with the British Airways 
adverts and took away the emphasis on the 
product concept. 

FIG 25.5

FIG 25.6

FIG 25.7

Product Proposal:-
Advert Creation
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The final advert is a combination of clips from previous British Airways adverts and animations produced 
through keyshot, the British Airways adverts used are below:-

British Airways ‘Dear Britain’ - Taken from:- https://www.independent.co.uk/travel/news-and-advice/brit-
ish-airways-flights-cancelled-video-message-alex-cruz-a9458876.html. 

Some clips were taken for use from this previous advert but mostly inspiration was drawn on from this due 
to its focus on the customer need. 

British Airways ‘Today, Tomorrow’ - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NOfnC2sjCEA.

A number of clips were taken from this advert to help set the scene for the advert and create the correct 
atmosphere for the introduction of the product concept. 

British Airways ‘Business class cinematic’ - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQ9XUNnvkvg.

This advert was used for inspiration when creating the animation section of the advert, it was useful to see 
that the creator of this advert had animated only certain parts to give the cinematic advert a focus and this 
is where the inspiration for only having a single tray table moving. 

The final advert for submission starts with BA planes parked on the apron, it then fades into a clip of a BA 
aircraft taking off through the window of the airport lounge, again fading into a clip of a BA plane mid-flight 
before the focus come becomes the product concept and the animation comes onto the screen. The anima-
tion starts relatively far out, showing the cabin as a whole, it then zooms in so that the main focus is one 
single tray table, with the animation showing how the product concept functions. The advert then zooms out 
and fades back to the outside of the a BA aircraft mid-flight. With main aim of the advert to focus on whether 
this new product concept represents the future of Air travel alongside the possible effects of the covid-19 
pandemic on the aviation industry. 

These clips form part of the final submission advert which can be viewed using the links below:- 

You tube link:-https://youtu.be/AM_u7va2x_w - Is this the future of British Airways? (Final Advert for sub-
mission) 
Google drive link:-  https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OqVlekAEQ4UzHF_VL5pqKqxdZLjfySYb?us-
p=sharing - Is this the future of British Airways? (Fincal Advert for Submission)

Product Proposal:-
Final Advert
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Development:-Section 1 

Research

Considering where the product concept could go in the future, creation of its own brand style 
and research into the one world alliance. 

Section 6

Where could the product 
concept go next?
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Although my product concept has been branded towards British Airways for the purposes of the advert and the submis-
sion, it was also necessary to produce some brand identity for my product concept, as if it went into production it would 
need to be sold to the airlines with its own branding and so I felt this was a requirement. 

First it was necessary to come up with a name for the product concept, a couple of names were considered including:- 
AirCare, Globalworld, Avio, Aither, Pioneer, Zeru, Globe Master, Valantis, Osprey, AirPad and Globe Jotter. Eventually set-
tling on Globe Jotter as it is a play on words taken from the saying ‘Globe Trotter’ and also describing part of the product. 

Below are the initial sketches of the initial ideas for a logo:- 

FIG 25.8
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I believed that the strongest logo was using the G and the J to create the outline of an aircraft, as this not only displays 
the name of the product but also the environment of its intended use. 

Below are the development sketches of the logo:-

Below is the final logo sketch, ready to be scanned in and put into illustrator:- 

FIG 25.9

FIG 26.0
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Below is the final logo, designed in Illustrator:- 

Both the logos use the same colours 
known as Air Force Blue (RGB = 93, 
138, 168) and Air Force Grey ( Hex = 
424C53). 

Like most logos there is a larger 
version and a smaller icon logo. 

The interlocking G and J represent 
the first two letters of the name - 
Globe Jotter. 

The two aircraft flying past each 
other suggest that the product con-
cept could be installed across many 
different airlines, possibly through 
the OneWorld alliance explained 
later in the section. 

FIG 26.1

FIG 26.2
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Below are the renders of the product concept with the ‘Globe Jotter’ logo, I believe this is how the air-
lines would see the product before they would purchase it for instillation on-board their aircraft and 
therefore before putting their branding it with their own logos and colour schemes. 

The logo has been applied to the leather inlay in which passengers would use to lean on or ‘jot’ on hence 
the name Global Jotter, the logo has also been applied to the leather on the part which is used to pull the 
tray forward as well as the cup holder, and the full logo has been placed on the phone stand. 

I created an animation for the Globe Jotter and this can be found by following the links below:- 

You Tube:- https://youtu.be/l8uud6FtErQ
Google Drive:- https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OqVlekAEQ4UzHF_VL5pqKqxdZLjfySYb?usp=shar-
ing

FIG 26.3
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FIG 26.4
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-  Qatar;
- Cathay Pacific; 
- Finnair;
- Iberia; 
- Japan airlines;
- Malaysia airlines;
- Qantas; 
- Royal Air Maroc;
- Royal Jordanian;
- S7 and
- SriLankan Airlines. 

As part of the scheme passengers flying with any of the above airlines can collect Avios points and can also claim these 
points back with any of the airlines. 

OneWorld member airlines have come together to form global support teams in key airports around the world (Heathrow, 
Hong Kong, LA to name a few). Experts will be on hand to ensure that passenger journeys are as smooth as possible. 

‘As a oneworld® passenger, our aim is to provide you with unrivalled service, support and recognition every time you travel 
within our extensive alliance network.’ Taken from:-British Airways. Global support. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.
britishairways.com/en-gb/information/partners-and-alliances/oneworld/global-support.

My proposal for OneWorld is:- 

Could my product proposal be a product that improves passenger experience on-board a number of airlines e.g. across the 
alliance. My product could be a universal tray table that is rolled out across all member aircraft of the alliance, therefore 
improving the passenger experience not just on one single airline but on multiple airlines worldwide reducing the need for 
customer complaints and ensuring that OneWorld lives up to its brand values of unrivalled customer service. 

This would also mean aircraft become more universal under the scheme and passengers would therefore recognise the 
scheme, showcasing OneWorlds amazing values, but also reducing the carbon footprint of the aviation industry which is 
forever under scrutiny, therefore not only improving passenger experiences but also on a wider level improving the sustain-
ability of taking a flight. 

Could this be something that we see in a post coronavirus aviation world? 

Taken from:- British Airways. Oneworld. (No date). Retrieved from https://www.britishairways.com/en-gb/information/
partners-and-alliances/oneworld.

OneWorld alliance:-

British Airways are a member of OneWorld, this is an alliance of the World’s 13 major leading airlines, 
committed to providing the highest level of service across nearly 1,000 destinations. British Airways 
alongside American are founding members of the OneWorld. The other 11 airlines are :- 

FIG 26.6
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OneWorld alliance proposal:- 

Below are the renders of the product concept in the colours of 3 of the OneWorld alliance member colours and 
branding, these are an example of a possibility for the product concept  in the future. 

I chose to represent the product concept using Finnair, Qantas and Qatar brand colours, as these are airlines 
well known within the travel industry and to passengers but they also have a strong brand identity which could 
be applied to the product concept. 

I believe that this could be a product that could be universal across alliances like OneWorld which would not only 
improve the user experience across a wide variety of airlines worldwide but also reduce the carbon footprint of 
the aviation industry as my proposal is that this product could be retro fitted to a number of different seats thus 
reducing the need for cabin refits. 

FIG 26.7
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What went well:- 

Overall, I believe that the project went well and ultimately, I believe the brief has been met by producing a product which 
would improve the user experience within economy class cabins on-board airlines. I think the project has developed well 
throughout the year although I picked a challenging area of design. 

I believe that starting the project early on by completing primary research through the flights I took over the summer 
using a variety of different airlines, this helped me to understand the design issues that passengers experience while 
travelling in economy class. This then allowed me to establish a specific area in which to focus my research and in-depth 
literature review surrounding aircraft seating. I believe that my focused in-depth literature review allowed me to create 
a comprehensive brief, with specific constraints which would guide the project. I believe that my literature review was 
useful in discovering the proposed design concepts and why these weren’t popular with the airlines, as well as research-
ing the medical and environmental facts surrounding flying which in-directly have an impact upon seat design. Gathering 
passenger thoughts also guided the project away from designing a whole seating configuration to designing something 
that would improve the user experience in economy class. 

I think that consulting passengers who regularly fly in economy class cabins allowed me to gather unique insights into 
the design opportunities available in the pre-prescribed space provided by airlines. It also allowed me to understand the 
specific needs of the passengers and what they require to make journeys more comfortable. 
I think that the testing that I undertook, using a combination of cardboard and plywood to create a series of different pro-
totypes allowed me to quickly make design decisions surrounding design features and design suitability, therefore allowing 
me to decide whether specific designs will be taken forward. I think that mocking up quick prototypes using a variety of 
different methods allowed me to ensure that design decisions were made by close consultation with the design brief, 
therefore keeping the project on track and ensuring the product produced would actually improve the user experience. 

Although the COVID-19 pandemic had an impact on the outcome of the project, I do believe that I was quick to adapt and 
overcome the changes to the assessment criteria, while also being creative with the way in which I continued to develop 
my product concept. To overcome these challenges, I had to advance my skills within solidworks and keyshot, by watching 
online tutorials in order to produce a professional looking CAD model which has taken into account designing for manu-
facturing. I also think that the solidworks and keyshot outcomes were of a much higher standard than I have previously 
produced, I think this shows through the final renders and animations. I also taught myself the principles of using Adobe 
Premiere Pro, in order to create the British Airways style advert, which not only kept the product in-line with British 
Airways branding but was also a sophisticated way of representing the full functionality of my product concept. 

I think considering where the product could be utilized, specifically post pandemic was really useful, as I was able to 
uncover that British Airways were part of the OneWorld alliance, this provided a possible opportunity for the concept to be 
retro-fitted across a number of different airlines that are members of alliances such as OneWorld. 

Overall I think I took on-board feedback from the relevant stage-gates and tutorials effectively, whilst also constantly re-
ferring back to the brief to ensure that the project was on track, and ultimately improved the user experience in economy 
class for passengers. 

Evaluation and 
Summary
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What could have been done differently:- 

I think that I chose a challenging area of design in which to create a major project from, partly due to the complexity, reg-
ulations, and secret nature of the industry. Therefore, upon reflection, I think I spent a lot of time designing a product that 
would have just added to the already small space, these initial ideas would have become part of the problem and does not 
solve the problem. It took me a long time to produce a feasible product concept, which would not add to the space but 
would improve the space for the passenger. Therefore, I think I could have realised earlier on in the project that I needed 
to focus upon the user experience, rather than aircraft seating as a whole. 

Upon reflection I realised I should have been in the workshops, prior to lock-down, experimenting with shapes, sizes and 
materials, rather than producing basic prototypes with limited materials in order to create the final shape of the product 
concept. I also believe it would have aided the prototyping to get hold of some of the proposed materials, in order to 
understand there properties in greater detail, rather than just online research, however due to the COVID-19 pandemic 
this wasn’t possible for materials proposed. 

Although the design of the cup holder was well informed, through research and experimentation in Solidworks, I believe it 
could have been useful to complete better prototyping and that the design as a whole would have benefited from this. 

I think that the animation and renders were completed to a relatively high standard, however in the final animation used 
for the advert the viewer can see 2 screws which I missed on the animation of the product concept going back together, 
and I believe this lets the animation down slightly, however I didn’t have time to re-render this. If I had more time I would 
have liked to rectify this. 

Although advancing my skills within Keyshot and Solidworks has greatly benefitted the project outcome, I do think that it 
was time consuming to do and so this alongside the disruption from the COVID-19 pandemic, effected my time manage-
ment which I initially outlined at the start of the project. How my time was actually spent, taking into account all the chal-
lenges and adaptations can be seen in the following Gantt chart. I think using the Gantt charts helped guide the project 
and keep it on track for the relevant stage gate presentations, along with ensuring that the brief was met. 

Overall, there were several challenges which I had to overcome to complete the project. Not only did I choose a challeng-
ing area within the design industry but also the current worldwide pandemic changed the outcome of the project. Howev-
er I do believe that I overcame most of the challenges and used the situation surrounding the pandemic to my advantage 
by ensuring that my submission was creative, well thought out and overall is a product that would improve the user 
experience in economy class cabins. 

Evaluation and 
Summary
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23/9/2019 12/11/2019 1/1/2020 20/2/2020 10/4/2020 30/5/2020 19/7/2020

Logbook
Initial research

Stage gate 1
Focused research

Stage gate 2
Literature review

Stage gate 3
Initial designs

Stage gate 4
Prototyping
Stage gate 5

Covid-19 disruption
Development

Design Detailing
Solidworks

Keyshot
Premiere Pro

Submission
Extension due to Covid-19

Further Extentions
Presentation

Assesment

Gantt Chart

FIG 27.0

Suggestions for moving the project forward after submission:-

If I was to move forward with the product concept post submission, I would like to create a final model, as although the 
animation fully demonstrates the functionality of the product, I feel that a model which could be handled which would 
allow passengers to get a feel for the product, while also understanding the functionality of the product. 

I think the product could become more customisable for the specific airlines, for example it could become a range of 
products that have an number of different pull outs and material options which would suit the specific airline that plans 
to retro-fit it to their aircraft. I also believe that if it was to become a tray table that was retro-fitted across a number 
of different airlines, I would need to develop a further range of attachments for attaching it to a wide variety of aircraft 
seat. 

I think this would be the perfect type of product for organisations such as the OneWorld alliance, as these types of 
organisations are trying to roll out universal product packages for all member airlines and their principle airports e.g. 
British Airways and Heathrow. I believe this is something that could be retro-fitted to the pre-existing aircraft seating 
the airline has and be a universal tray table for all member airlines but with the individual airline branding, this can be 
seen in section 6. 

Evaluation and 
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COVID-19 and it’s impact on the project:- 

The COVID-19 pandemic had a big impact upon the outcome of my major project. Not only did the pandemic result in the 
shutting of the university and subsequently all of its buildings, but it also changed the project outcome from a profes-
sional prototype to a online submission, in my case this took the form of a British Airways style advert. Throughout my 
logbook, I have noted the significant changes and challenges due to COVID-19, I did this to separate it from the main body 
of work but also this has allowed me to reflect upon these issues. 

Personally, the pandemic resulted in being placed on the ‘furlough’ scheme through my part-time job at the Copthorne 
Hotel, Sheffield as the hospitality sector has been one of the sectors which has faced great adversity. I therefore got a 
temporary job at Tesco (Saville street, Sheffield), where I became a picker and packer for the increased demand of online 
shopping, however shifts start at 4am. As my job is now 1 mile away from my flat I borrowed a bike from the local ‘Cycle 
boost’ scheme, which has greatly reduced the commute time in the mornings. I have also not been home to see family and 
friends since February as the rules surrounding social distancing and public transport have differed greatly in Wales. I 
have also been helping where I can to run Virtual Parade nights for my Air Cadet squadron back home, who are no longer 
allowed to parade due to the lock-down. On Friday 12/06, I found out that I am more than likely going to made redundant 
from my job at the Hotel. I believe these significant changes since lock-down have had an impact upon the project itself, 
as I have had to adapt and overcome these challenges as well as complete my project, which has had its own challenges 
in itself. 

Academically, the pandemic resulted in my project becoming heavily CAD based, which meant I had to refine my skills 
within Solidworks, using online tutorials, to ensure that I had professional CAD model which had been designed thoroughly 
and taken into account design for manufacture. I also had to use online tutorials and videos to improve my skills within 
Keyshot in order to create the high standard renders and animations for the final submission. I also had to overcome 
challenges with prototyping, as I had limited resources, I had to be creative with the way in which I fabricated the end 
submission, that of which takes the form of a British Airways style advert. In order to produce a high calibre advert, I 
also had to teach myself how to use Adobe Premiere Pro, again using online tutorials. I also faced challenges with creat-
ing manufacturing drawings through solidworks, through which I couldn’t change the increments from inches to mm and 
therefore had to take the drawings into illustrator to change them. These were all challenges that I had to overcome in 
order to stay true to the brief and produce a product that improved the user experience for economy class passengers. 

Overall I think I have completed my major project with careful thought towards improving the user experience in economy 
class cabins, to which I believe my product does improve the experience in economy class. Not only does it increase the 
space in which the passenger has to move, but it allows the passenger to do multiple things at the same time. The product 
concept also provides a more stable option for a drinks holder than previously supplied on airline tray tables, therefore 
meeting the brief outlined. I think the choice of materials was well thought out and well considered as they could not only 
be manufactured simply through injection moulding or tanning but also comply with aviation regulations, specifically fire 
retardant properties required. I believe this is a well thought out design which improves the user experience on-board 
and I believe it is a product that would very much appeal to passengers travelling economy class whether long or short 
haul as it would make the journey more comfortable and allow them to personalise the pre prescribed space. Therefore, I 
believe that the brief has been met.
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2

EasyJet

RyanAir

“Cramped and uncomfortable” 

‘Cramped and uncomfortable. My partner is 6’7” and was unable to move during the flight. He could 
not lean forward, nor could he rest his head on anything. I am not quite as tall but still left the flight 
with aching legs and had to walk around for some time to get the circulation back. Appalling 
conditions.’ 
E Mclean (United Kingdom) 9th September 2017

“Seats too small” 

‘Seats too small, tidy, almost no leg space. No screen, No flight tracking, No free entertainment, No free 
water, No free food, No free snacks. Very small space for your baggage in the cabin.’
Mahmoud Mohanna (Canada) 11th May 2019
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Morph 
By Seymour Powell

Skyrider 3.0
By Avio

S1 Seat
By Molon Lab

“That little bit of stagger means that 
every single person gets to spread 
out a little more," Hank Scott, the 

founder and CEO of Molon Lab 
Seating, told CNN.

“The message is, we do not want to put 
thousands of people in the cabin, we want to 
offer a multi-class configuration, which is 

nowadays impossible if you want to reach the 
maximum load of passengers,” Gaetano 

Perugini, engineering adviser at Aviointeriors
told CNN Travel.

“Passengers who can afford premium, business or 
first class have a choice and hence some control 

over their own experience,” says Seymour Powell's 
head of transport Jeremy White. “Morph is a 

solution – a standard product that meets the needs 

of lots of different kinds of people.”

3

‘Passengers who can afford premium, 
business or first class have a choice 

and hence some control over their own 
experience’

Jeremy White,  
Seymour Powell’s 
head of transport

4
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British Airways American AirlinesAir Canada

The tray tables on Air Canada do pull forward so 
the passenger can adjust how close the table is 

to them, the economy class entertainment is very 
limited, therefore to keep entertained 

passengers bring their own entertainment and 
the tray tables are not big enough to put laptop 

or iPads on. 

Pull forward to allow passengers to adjust the length, 
however they are still not big enough for passengers 
to be able to multi-task. Although, American Airways 
provide a stand for a tablet or phone however this 

isn’t a secure way of watching a film for passengers, 
just like the cup holder isn’t secure enough to hold a 

drink with stability throughout flight. 

The tray tables on-board British Airways 
economy class are not big enough to complete 

multiple tasks at the same time. Although British 
Airways pride themselves on providing the 

classic British approach to air travel, 
Passengers can’t eat as well as watching a film 

or reading a magazine. 

5

Initial
Question

Final 
Question

How can design improve the 
future of airlines/aircraft?

‘To design a product that improves the user experience for 
passengers in economy class cabins on airlines. The product 
must be compact, easy to use, it must maximise the space in 

which it will be used and overall improve the experience within 
economy class.’

6
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12 This is how it works
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13

Sub-Assembly 1

Main Assembly

Sub-Assembly 2

- Single sheet Polyurethane - Anodised Aluminium 
- Sateen Leather Inlays

- Ultrason resin
- Sateen Leather Inlays
- Stainless steel Drawer runners

14
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can impact and improve passenger experiences onboard long-haul flights. This will 
include looking into the environmental impacts of flying (both long-haul and short haul) 
including the possibilities of electrical flight and the levels of carbon emissions airlines 
contribute to the environmental crisis (including what some airlines are doing to combat 
carbon emissions), which materials are currently being used to manufacture aircraft 
seating and their components and how this could possibly be manufactured from 
sustainable materials. What the airlines are currently doing to improve the user 
experiences onboard (researching the design of both first class and business class as 
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well as economy class seating). How other companies in the public transport industry 
design with the user in the forefront (automobile e.g. Volvo), researching the innovative 
design proposals by designers which have already been put forward. The Qantas 
project sunrise and how they have conducted research into the impact of ultra-long-haul 
flying (including where they wish to take this research and how this will revolutionize the 
aircraft industry) and the medical implications of flying, with the aim of uncovering a 
design opportunity which will improve the comfort, privacy, maximize space and solve 
the user’s needs. The research will gather insights using mixed-methods approach. 
Primary research methods may include online surveys, questionnaires, interviews, 
observations, focus groups and documentary photography.    

Where data is collected from individuals, 
outline the nature of data, details of 
anonymisation, storage and disposal 
procedures if required (250-500 words). 

The data collected will include data from surveys/questionnaires, photographs, graphs, 
reviews, regulations surrounding materials and fire retardancy for aircraft seating, 
environmental statistics, sizes of aircraft seating and ergonomic research data. All 
photos evidenced are either my own work or are referenced correctly in a bibliography. 
All online surveys/ questionnaires will highlight to potential participants that the 
information, views and behaviours captured will be anonymised (and kept that way 
throughout the research), and participation in the online activity will imply that consent is 
given and that research findings can be used as part of my research report, which will be 
displayed appropriately in my module logbook. All research data will be kept securely on 
a password protected computer. Data stored on portable storage devices such as USBs 
or portable hard-drives will be avoided. 

 
 
1. Health Related Research Involving the NHS or Social Care / Community Care or the 
Criminal Justice Service or with research participants unable to provide informed consent 
 
Question Yes/No 

1. Does the research involve? 
 

• Patients recruited because of their past or present use of the NHS or   
Social Care 

• Relatives/carers of patients recruited because of their past or present use 
of the NHS or Social Care 

• Access to data, organs or other bodily material of past or present NHS 
patients 

• Foetal material and IVF involving NHS patients 
• The recently dead in NHS premises 
• Prisoners or others within the criminal justice system recruited for health- 

related research* 
• Police, court officials, prisoners or others within the criminal justice system* 
• Participants who are unable to provide informed consent due to their 

incapacity even if the project is not health related 

 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 
2. Is this a research project as opposed to service evaluation or audit? 

For NHS definitions please see the following website 
http://www.hra.nhs.uk/documents/2013/09/defining-research.pdf   
 

No 

 
If you have answered YES to questions 1 & 2 then you must seek the appropriate external 
approvals from the NHS, Social Care or the National Offender Management Service (NOMS) 
under their independent Research Governance schemes. Further information is provided 
below. 
 
NHS https://www.myresearchproject.org.uk/Signin.aspx 
 
* All prison and probation projects also need HM Prison and Probation Service (HMPPS) approval. 
Further guidance at: https://www.myresearchproject.org.uk/help/hlphmpps.aspx 
 
NB FRECs provide Independent Scientific Review for NHS or SC research and initial scrutiny for ethics 
applications as required for university sponsorship of the research. Applicants can use the NHS 
proforma and submit this initially to their FREC.  
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2. Research with Human Participants 
 
Question Yes/No 

Does the research involve human participants? This includes surveys, 
questionnaires, observing behaviour etc. 

Yes 

Question Yes/No 
1. Note If YES, then please answer questions 2 to 10 

If NO, please go to Section 3 
 

2. Will any of the participants be vulnerable? 
Note: Vulnerable’ people include children and young people, people with learning 
disabilities, people who may be limited by age or sickness, etc. See definition on 
website 

No 

3. Are drugs, placebos or other substances (e.g. food substances, vitamins) to 
be administered to the study participants or will the study involve invasive, 
intrusive or potentially harmful procedures of any kind? 

No 

4. Will tissue samples (including blood) be obtained from participants? No 

5. Is pain or more than mild discomfort likely to result from the study? No 

6. Will the study involve prolonged or repetitive testing? No 

7. Is there any reasonable and foreseeable risk of physical or emotional harm to 
any of the participants? 

Note: Harm may be caused by distressing or intrusive interview questions, 
uncomfortable procedures involving the participant, invasion of privacy, topics relating 
to highly personal information, topics relating to illegal activity, etc. 

No 

8. Will anyone be taking part without giving their informed consent? No 

9. Is it covert research? 
Note: ‘Covert research’ refers to research that is conducted without the knowledge of 
participants. 

No 

10. Will the research output allow identification of any individual who has not 
given their express consent to be identified? 

No 

 
If you answered YES only to question 1, the checklist should be saved and any course procedures for 
submission followed. If you have answered YES to any of the other questions you are required to 
submit a SHUREC8A (or 8B) to the FREC. If you answered YES to question 8 and participants cannot 
provide informed consent due to their incapacity you must obtain the appropriate approvals from the 
NHS research governance system. Your supervisor will advise. 
 
3. Research in Organisations 
 
Question Yes/No 

1. Will the research involve working with/within an organisation (e.g. school, 
business, charity, museum, government department, international agency, 
etc.)? 

Yes 

2. If you answered YES to question 1, do you have granted access to conduct 
the research? 

If YES, students please show evidence to your supervisor. PI should retain safely. 

PERMISSION WILL 
BE SOUGHT FROM 
HADMASTER, OR 
OTHER OFFICIAL 
PRIOR TO ANY 
ACTIVITY 
COMMENCING 
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3. If you answered NO to question 2, is it because: 
A. you have not yet asked 
B. you have asked and not yet received an answer 
C. you have asked and been refused access. 

 

Note: You will only be able to start the research when you have been granted access. 

No (A) 

 
4. Research with Products and Artefacts 
 
Question Yes/No 

1. Will the research involve working with copyrighted documents, films, 
broadcasts, photographs, artworks, designs, products, programmes, 
databases, networks, processes, existing datasets or secure data? 

Yes 

2. If you answered YES to question 1, are the materials you intend to use in the public 
domain? 
 

Notes: ‘In the public domain’ does not mean the same thing as ‘publicly accessible’. 
• Information which is 'in the public domain' is no longer protected by copyright 

(i.e. copyright has either expired or been waived) and can be used without 
permission. 

• Information which is 'publicly accessible' (e.g. TV broadcasts, websites, 
artworks, newspapers) is available for anyone to consult/view. It is still 
protected by copyright even if there is no copyright notice. In UK law, copyright 
protection is automatic and does not require a copyright statement, although it 
is always good practice to provide one. It is necessary to check the terms and 
conditions of use to find out exactly how the material may be reused etc. 

 

If you answered YES to question 1, be aware that you may need to consider other 
ethics codes. For example, when conducting Internet research, consult the code of the 
Association of Internet Researchers; for educational research, consult the Code of 
Ethics of the British Educational Research Association. 

No 

Using as 
secondary 
sources only. 
All sources will 
be fully 
referenced 
using the APA 
format. 

3. If you answered NO to question 2, do you have explicit permission to use these 
materials as data? 
If YES, please show evidence to your supervisor. 

COPYRIGHTED 
MATERIALS/ IMAGES 
WILL NOT BE 
REPRODUCED IN THE 
PUBLIC DOMAIN 
WITHOUT THE 
CONSENT OF THE 
COPYRIGHT OWNER 

4. If you answered NO to question 3, is it because:  
A. you have not yet asked permission 
B. you have asked and not yet received and answer 
C. you have asked and been refused access. 
 

Note You will only be able to start the research when you have been granted 
permission to use the specified material. 

No (A) 

 
Adherence to SHU policy and procedures 
 
 

Personal statement 
I can confirm that: 
− I have read the Sheffield Hallam University Research Ethics Policy and Procedures 
− I agree to abide by its principles. 
Student  
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